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In the room off to the side of the main
room are six varieties of mint chocolates
with pomegranate wine inside. Rimon
Winery now offers chocolate workshops
with a minimum of 20 people and 
registration in advance. Rimon Winery 
has also opened a concept shop in the 
Tel Aviv flea market for wine tasting and
selling of the wines and cosmetics.

The winery is about one kilometer south
of Moshav Kerem Ben Zimra in the Dalton
Industrial Zone.Visitors call: 04-682-2325.

Tishbi – Israel’s sixth largest winey 
Between Binyamin and Zichron Yaacov,

you have to keep your eyes open wide or
you will miss the entrance road to Tishbi
Winery. There we met Amir Katz, the 
former manager of the visitors’ center and
current lead guide for myisraelwinetours.

We had brunch during Passover in the
kosher for Passover dairy restaurant. This
restaurant is open Sun.–Fri. The separate
meat “barbeque garage,” restaurant, open
on Fridays, was closed during Passover,
but when it is open they have slow cooked
briskets and meats and a separate kitchen
and seating area. The breads (when it is
not Passover) are sour dough and the
kitchens are currently overseen by Master
Chef Gunter Biderman from Austria.

Almost 613 Products

There is a legend that inside every
pomegranate are 613 seeds, the number of
mitzvoth (commandments) in the Torah,
according to the Talmud, given by G-d to
the Jewish people.

According to Yossi Ben Ivgi, guide at
Rimon Winery (and not a member of the
founding family), pomegranates took on
new meaning for a farmer and his son in
the late 1990s. Gabi and Avi Nachmias,
third generation in a family that founded
Moshav Keren Ben Zimra, read an article
about the medical qualities of pomegranates
and decided to develop a new variety.

They created a pomegranate orchard
located on the mountain next to Moshav
Kerem Ben Zimra. Four years later, they
found that this variety, larger than normal
pomegranates – some weighing one and a
half kilos each (3.3 pounds) – was high in
sugar, the same as in grapes.

In 2003, they decided to try to make
pomegranate wine and started with a
dessert wine. After half a year, they tasted
it and saw it had a unique flavor. People
were excited and there were positive 
comments. At this time, they decided to
establish a commercial production line and
produced 2000 bottles of pomegranate wine.

Today they are producing 13 different
kinds of wine – dry, sweet, semi-sweet
and semi-dry, as well as rose, port style
and sparkling wine. The wines have won
45 medals in competitions and in 2007,
the wines were first place product of the

Seen on the
Israel Scene

Rimon and Tishbi
wineries, and
myisraelwinetours

Yossi Ben Ivgi, guide at Rimon Winery.

Barrel Room at Rimon Winery.

(see KaplanIS, page 7)
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year at the New Jersey Kosherfest.
At the back of the visitors’ center is a

whole natural cosmetics line, all made
with pomegranate oil. Because it was 
during the intermediate days of Passover
when we visited, the machinery was not in
operation, however the process includes a
machine which separates the berries from
the fruit; a special squeezing machine
which squeezes the berries, fermentation
tanks where the wine sits for two to four
months and then the barrel room where
the wine sits from six months to ten years.
From there it goes to the bottling machine.
Today, Rimon Winery is exporting 70%;
30% is for the local market.

Tours of the winery include a video 
followed by tasting of three types of wine. (see Kaplan/Israel, page 19)
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We saw hysterically funny clips from their
previous shows and even photos and
home movies from their childhoods.

On occasion Cooper’s 360 news show
has ended with a light and humorous 
segment titled, “The RidicuList”. One of
the funniest clips was of one of these
showing Cooper laughing uncontrollably.
The harder he tried to stop, the more high
pitched his laughter got, until he had to
wipe away the tears from his eyes.This clip
should be required equipment for every
hospital room. If they showed only this
clip of Cooper, Dayenu, it would have
been worth attending.

Except for a few short minutes of the
two hours, the audience who came from
all over Indiana and beyond was laughing,
screaming or shouting out words like “
silver fox”, a nickname for Anderson
Cooper. In those minutes it was so quiet
one could hear a pin drop. One of them
was when Cooper spoke briefly about 
losing his father when he was 10 years old
and when he was 21 his brother Carter
took his own life. As terrible as this was,
Cooper explained this was the reason he
was able to go to war torn countries to
cover their conflicts for the news. Unlike
some people here, those there could fully
understand his experience of major losses.

Several of the audience questions at the
end were about the women on Andy
Cohen’s Desperate Housewives TV shows. I
appreciated the integrity of both performers
when they were asked who are their
favorite or least favorite housewives
and/or other celebrities. They responded
that it would not be fair to disclose that
information. So in between the laughter
and shouting there were a few poignant
moments. If that had been all of the show,
Dayenu, it would have been enough.

After the show, I waited in a long line
with my sister Debbie to have our photos
taken with the duo (above). As I
approached Anderson, he looked right in
my eyes as he took my hand to shake it.
He asked for my name, and said he liked
the vest I was wearing. Then Andy chimed
in “I do too”. Anderson said he also liked

Since I last wrote here, I have attended
two very different but inspiring events that
I will share with you, my dear readers. The
most recent, the AC2 Tour with Anderson
Cooper and Andy Cohen is below and the
other, the dedication of “Heart & Soul: A
Mosaic Project”is on page 20.

You might want to read Amy Hirschberg
Lederman’s column on page 6 before you
continue reading this editorial, because I
will be practicing what she is preaching.

In our Feb. 8, 2017 Indiana edition, my
editorial was an interview with Andy Cohen
about their upcoming AC2 Tour. The inter-
view took place on Jan. 8, 2017 (see page 5).

For my first question, I asked Andy why
people should come to the tour when
everyone can see both of them on TV
every weekday. His answer that Anderson
will be funnier sounded nice to me but in
my mind I imagined Anderson Cooper’s
poker face that he wears for most of
Anderson Cooper 360 on CNN, and I could
not picture how he would be that funny. I
was so wrong. He can be very serious but
he has impeccable comedic timing.

As Andy said, the AC2 Tour was like being
out for the evening with two close friends,
listening to them telling hilarious stories
about their life experiences. And these two
have both had a plethora of amazing ones!
If that was all the show was, Dayenu, it
would have been way more than enough.

What I did not grasp from the interview
was obvious at the show. At the beginning
each walked out on the stage and sat
down on a chair facing the audience.
The only other objects on the stage were 
a table with beverages and their micro-
phones. I know both have had years of
experience interviewing people in a 
similar format. One would expect this to
be easy for them, but I could not predict
the palpable rapport these two friends
have. It was inspiring how much support
they gave each other.

Was this so special because I am mostly
familiar with stand-up comedy when it is
just one person? I thought back about
comedy duos that I have seen on TV and I
could only think of those who had been
popular before my time: George Burns &
Gracie Allen, Jerry Lewis & Dean Martin,
Jerry Stiller & Anne Meera. No it was
more than that. They brought out the best
in each other. The sum of the two equaled
much more than simply the two added
together. If that had been all, Dayenu, it
would have been more than enough.

One really exciting part of the show was
when a big screen descended in front of
the pair and one of them would explain
what the upcoming clips were going to be.
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Jennie Cohen (center) with Andy Cohen
(L) and Anderson Cooper (R).

my grey hair and I replied that he had
inspired me stop coloring it.

How Anderson could make me feel as if
I was the only one in the room for this
brief encounter is difficult to comprehend
considering the huge amount of people he
met that night. If this had been the only
part of the evening, Dayenu, that alone
surely would have been enough.

Jennie Cohen, March 15, 2017 AAAA
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How do we ask the Rebbe, when we
need advice or a blessing? One way is to
open one of the published volumes of the
Rebbe’s letters. We write our request, open
a volume of the Rebbe’s letters and put the
letter that we wrote inside. Then we read
what is written on the pages that we
opened to. Many times we find an answer
to our request.

Here is an example. Sixteen years ago
our oldest daughter was 19 years old. I
wrote to the Rebbe and asked if it was
time for her to get married, and if so asked
for a blessing that everything should work
out well. I opened a volume of the Rebbe’s
letters. On one page was a letter written 
in 1956 to Rabbi Yehuda Leib Slonim of
Jerusalem. There was no mention of 
marriage. I figured that we should wait.
However, the next day a matchmaker
called with an idea for a match for our
daughter. His name was Yehuda, and he
lived in Jerusalem.

Was this the Rebbe’s answer to our
question? We did some investigation. The
young man was from a good family that
we knew, and his teachers recommended
him. We told the matchmaker that we
were interested. She in turn spoke to the
boy’s parents. They investigated our
daughter, and agreed that they should
meet. I sat down with our daughter and
told her about the young man. She wasn’t
interested, but I had a feeling that he
would be the one. I said: “You know what?
Just sit and talk with him for half an hour
and I’ll give you 50 shekels.” She agreed.
In those days she earned 5 shekels an hour
babysitting.

They met, and spoke for two hours. The
next day the matchmaker called. She had
spoken with Yehuda’s parents. They told
her that their son was impressed with our
daughter, and would like to meet her
again. I sat down with our daughter and
asked her if she was interested in another
meeting. She smiled and said sure, if I give
her another 50 shekels. I smiled and told
her that I only pay for the first meeting.
They met two more times and decided to
get married.

I made a small investment. I took ten
minutes to write a letter to the Rebbe.
But this has turned into one of the best
investments that I have ever made. From
this letter I have been blessed so far with 
a fine son-in-law and seven precious
grandchildren, may they be blessed.

Life is complicated and not always easy.

BY RABBI BENZION COHEN

Chassidic Rabbi

All of us need direction and blessings. Do
an experiment. Write to the Rebbe. For
sure you will find guidance and blessings.
If you don’t have a volume of the Rebbe’s
letters at home, you can find one at your
local Chabad House. It is also possible to
write to the Rebbe at www.igrot.com.

We want Moshiach now. When we 
write to the Rebbe we connect ourselves
to Moshiach, and help him to bring
redemption to the world.

Rabbi Cohen can be reached by email at
bzioncohen770@gmail.com. This is an
excerpt of his column originally published
Feb. 9, 2011. Since that writing his oldest
daughter gave him one more grandchild, and
also she is planning the wedding of her oldest
daughter. This will be his first grandchild to
get married. AAAA
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Advice from the Rebbe

The Civil War was raging between the
Union and the Confederacy in the winter
of 1862. The Jews of Paducah, Ky., who
numbered 30 families, were supporters of
the Union in a border state. Without
warning, General Grant’s Order Number
11 was issued. The Order stated that all
Jews in the border states were to be 
identified and expelled from those states
with their entire families. They were all
painted with one brush as smugglers.

A Jew named Cesar Kaskel who lived in
Paducah had emigrated from Austria and
was naturalized as an American Citizen. He
believed strongly in the American doctrine
of freedom and liberty for all. Undeterred,
he single handedly started a campaign 
to meet with President Abraham Lincoln
in the hope that Order Number 11 would
be rescinded. As recorded in Jonathan
Sarna’s masterful book, Lincoln and the
Jews, this purported dialogue took place
between Kaskel and Lincoln:

Lincoln: “And so the children of Israel
were driven from the happy Land of Canaan”

Kaskel: “Yes, and that is why we have
come to Father Abraham’s bosom, asking
protection”

Lincoln:“And this protection they shall
have at once”

Lincoln acted immediately and counter-
manded Order Number 11. This took
place on Jan. 4, 1863, three days after the
Emancipation Proclamation, which freed all

the slaves in the South.This fight was a victory
over oppression and discrimination.

Pesach (Passover) is known as Z’man
Cherutainu, the time of liberation. This 
liberation is analogous to spring, Aviv. Just
as nature is liberated from the harshness
and dormancy of winter, so too, the
Hebrew slaves were liberated.

Spring represents the natural order of
new life, a reawakening and a turn to
boundless energy. Chaucer in The
Canterbury Tales depicts spring; “April
showers fall, flowers blossom, the world
gently plays about tender crops, the sun
travels its course, birds break into song,
and folk rise up and out the doors”.
Passover in contrast to Chaucer’s idyllic
depiction of nature represents a rupture of
natural order!

The Torah in the Book of Exodus clearly
described God’s supernatural disruption
of the natural order to liberate the
Israelites from the oppression of slavery.
This is exemplified by Makat Dam (Plague
of Blood) which turned the Nile into
blood, followed by two most destructive of
the plagues, Choshech (Darkness) the
ninth plague and Makat B’Chorot (Death
of the first born male Egyptians) the tenth
plague. Choshech created total blindness
that was numbing and resulted in frozen
fear among the Egyptians. Makat B’Chorot
was payback for Pharaoh’s evil decree to
drown all Israelite male babies. These
plagues brought about the ultimate 
liberation of the Israelites.

Passover is a theological phenomenon
that celebrates God’s “wonders and mira-
cles”. This is continuously demonstrated
by the Ten Plagues, splitting of the Sea of
Reeds and the Manna floating down from
heaven each day to sustain the Israelites 
in the desert. Yet the order of nature is 
relevant to Passover. Having achieved their
freedom under spectacular circumstances,
the Israelites were likely to lose their sense
of perspective. The Passover Haggadah
states: “Hoo V’low Acher” (Him and no
other). Human beings have limitations,
only God can work miracles.

Passover and its profound meaning of
liberation is marked by the Seder service.
Just as nature awakens in the first month
of Nissan, the Israelites were awakened as
a free nation. Seven weeks after Passover,
the first fruits of spring are ready to be
offered to God on the holiday of Shavuot.
At the same time, we the Jewish people are
ready to receive the Ten Commandments
and reaffirm our responsibilities to uphold
the laws of God.

How great is the natural order of spring
and the liberation of our people in this
season of awakening! Chag Kasher
V’Shameach a wonderful Passover to all.

Herbert Horowitz is Rabbi Emeritus of

BY RABBI HERBERT HOROWITZ

Passover and
Liberation Theology

Maggid
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Shore Parkway Jewish Center, Brooklyn, NY.
He can be reached at rabhh18@ gmail.com. 

Rabbi Horowitz is available to serve as a
scholar-in-residence or to officiate at services
on Shabbat and holidays. His affiliation is
Conservative to Modern and Open
Orthodoxy. He can speak on these topics:
‘American Jewish Experience: Hopes and
Challenges’; ‘Abraham Lincoln and the
Jewish Connection’; and ‘Israel through my
eyes’. On topics of ethics: ‘When is 
compromise possible?’ and ‘Brandeis and
Solovechik: towering figures in the legal and
religious Jewish community’.

For communities in need of a Shabbat leader,
he can read Torah, Baal Koreh and Davin, as
well speak on a timely topic related to the
Torah portion. He lives on Long Island and
prefers to visit congregations within a 200
mile radius of NYC. However, if a congrega-
tion would want him to come from a greater
distance, he would fly to them and those
expenses would be part of the honorarium. AAAA

HOROWITZ
(continued from page 4)

here: www.youtube.com/watch?v=KU76Vw
uL79w.) What other Jewish foods are
favorites?

Andy: Lox and bagels, kugel, kasha, matza
ball soup, chopped liver, and I love latkes.

Jennie: What do you put on your latkes?
Andy: Mashed potatoes. (We both

laugh.) Not really – I like them topped
with applesauce.

Jennie: What is your favorite Jewish 
holiday?

Andy: Passover. It’s light and fun, it’s
springtime, the food is tasty, and I like the
service. Growing up our seders were not
that serious.

Jennie: In St. Louis did your family
belong to a congregation?

Andy: We belonged to BSKI (Brith
Sholom Kneseth Israel), which has since
merged with another congregation. (It
merged with Shaare Zedek Synagogue,
and is now called Kol Rinah).

Jennie: Was that Reform?
Andy:Yeah, yeah, yeah.
Jennie: Have you ever been to Israel?
Andy: No, but I would love to go.
Jennie: Would you want to perform there?
Andy: No, just see the country, visit 

the sites.
Jennie: Who were some of your Jewish

idols growing up?
Andy: Joan Rivers. I used to watch her

on the tonight show. It was like a holiday
for me whenever she was sitting in for
Johnny Carson. It was a great honor for
me to then become friendly with her in
later years when she appeared on my talk
show many times. It was like going full
circle for me.

Jennie: What were your favorite movies
this year?

Andy: La La Land, Moonlight, Hidden
Figures, and Jackie.

Jennie: What other entertainment do 
you enjoy?

Andy: I like theater. I’m watching 
The Crown on Netflix, which I am
absolutely loving.

Jennie: Is there a part of your Jewish
upbringing that influences your work
today?

Andy: Look, I give a “Mazel of the Day,”
every day at the end of my show, and I use
a lot of Yiddish. If you come to my show
you will see people wearing Mazel
sweatshirts that Bravo makes. I use the
word “Mazel”to mean something good or 
positive that happened.

Jennie: How do your parents feel about
your successes?

Andy: They are amused but not preoc-
cupied.

Jennie: Of all the work that you have
done, what are you most proud of?

Andy: My books and my talk show.
Jennie: What can you tell me about your

newest book?

Andy: It’s called, Superficial: More
Adventures from the Andy Cohen Diaries.
It’s a follow up of my first two memoirs,
Most Talkative: Stories from the Front Lines
of Pop Culture and The Andy Cohen
Diaries: A Deep Look at a Shallow Year. It
has a lot of great stories and is basically
about two years of my life.

Jennie: Who were some of your favorite
celebrities to interview on your show?

Andy: So many. Jennifer Lawrence,
Oprah, Cher was amazing, and Meryl
Streep to name a few.

Andy Cohen was easy to talk to,
accommodating and witty – such a 
mensch! Tickets are available at www.old
nationalcentre.com.

Interview took place January 8, 2017 AAAA

The Jewish Post & Opinion recently
chatted via telephone with Andy Cohen
(no relation) to find out what to expect at
his AC2 tour with Anderson Cooper live in
Indianapolis March 10 at the Murat
Theatre at Old National Centre. Andy
Cohen is the mega-popular late night host
of Watch What Happens:
Live and executive 
producer of The Real
Housewives franchise, both
on the TV station Bravo.

Jennie Cohen: Why
should people come to your
show when they can watch
both you and Anderson on
TV every day?

Andy Cohen: It’s a like
going out to a bar with
Anderson and I for a 
couple of hours, hearing
us swapping stories,
telling jokes and asking
questions. We interview each other and
then for the last half hour we turn it over
to the audience to ask us questions.

People will be surprised at how funny,
loose and open Anderson can be 
compared to watching him on CNN.
Come and bring your friends. We also see
a ton of couples in the audience. It’s like a
night on the town kibitzing with two great
friends who have funny stories, who talk
about current events and pop culture.

Jennie: Is your show in Indianapolis
going to be the same as it has been in other
cities or has it evolved as you go along?

Andy: It has evolved and grown.
Because he and I are involved in so many
different activities, it would be hard to
keep it the same. New adventures are
always happening with us, and certainly
with Anderson’s job covering the election
and politics, and all that I see in pop 
culture. Our shows are up-to-the minute
current.

Jennie: How do you prepare for the show?
Andy: Anderson and I discuss what

stories to keep and what to take out.
For example, yesterday Anderson had 
a contentious interview with Kellyanne
Conway. If we were doing a show this
weekend, I would quiz him about that.

Jennie: Have you ever been to
Indianapolis?

Andy: Never, even though I grew up in
St. Louis, but I’m betting Anderson has.

Jennie: On YouTube I saw your mother,
Evelyn Cohen, and you on the show, Live!
with Kelly before Thanksgiving. You, Kelly
Ripa and your mother made challah stuffing
with her recipe. It was a riot to watch and it
looked like it would be so tasty. (Watch it

The Interview

A. Cooper

A. Cohen
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Jewish
Educator
BY AMY HIRSHBERG LEDERMAN

Passover: 
A time to celebrate
“DAYENU” moments

Passover is a time of year when Jews tell
the core narrative of the Jewish people
which goes like this: We were slaves for
over 400 years in Egypt, then God brought
us out of Egypt “with a strong hand and an
outstretched arm” to become a “kingdom
of priests and a holy nation.”The Passover
story is a powerful account of redemption
through revelation which reminds us
annually of our deep-rooted connection to
God, freedom, community and Torah.

But it’s interesting to note that within
the first few weeks of freedom, the Jews
begin to complain bitterly about how
rough life is in the desert. Food was scarce,
nights were cold, and no one seemed
happy with their new life. Definitely a lot
of kvetching for a group who, just weeks
before, had been building pyramids under
the yoke of Egyptian bondage! 

Perhaps a way to understand the kvetch
part of our story is to view it as a reflection
of the tendency to never be fully satisfied
with our lot. The Exodus story suggests
that its part of human nature to complain
about what we don’t have rather than to
focus on and be grateful for what we do.

We spend most of our lives in relation-
ship with others so it’s natural to compare
ourselves to those we know, admire, live
or work with. But often, comparing 
ourselves to others leads to our own 
dissatisfaction because somehow, others
just seem happier, richer, more popular or
successful. And just like in the movie
When Harry Met Sally, we think to our-
selves: “I’ll have whatever she’s having!”

The issue of being unhappy with what
we have and always wanting more has
been around since the beginning of time.
Adam and Eve are a great example: God
tells them they can eat from any tree in 
the Garden of Eden but the Tree of
Knowledge and bingo, Eve goes straight
for the apple from that tree.

Over 2000 years ago, the rabbis discussed
this problem and gave us this bit of 
wisdom: “Who is rich? One who is happy
with his lot.”

Passover is a great time to renew our
commitment to become more aware of
what we have. The Seder can provide an

(see Lederman, page 7)

Pirke Avot 1:7 – Nittai of Arbel said, 
distance yourself from a bad neighbor, do not
befriend a wicked person, and do not despair
of punishment.

March 3, 2017, Terumah
Exodus 25:1–27:19, 5 Adar 5777

The Torah portion Terumah shifts from
the mitzvot on how to live ethical lives in
community to the first words on describing
and building the Mishkan (Tabernacle).
The Israelite community, now free from
the shackles of slavery and currently living
in proximity to Mt. Sinai, are told to bring
gifts as their heart moves them to help
construct the Mishkan. And so they bring
precious minerals, fine linens and cloth,
and precious stones. (Exactly where the
slaves got all this stuff is always filled with
much speculation though we are told that
they borrowed jewelry from their Egyptian
neighbors.)

God now says to the people in Ex. 25:8,
“And let them make Me a sanctuary that I
may dwell among them.” God is ready to
make God’s self accessible to the people
through this Mishkan. Once constructed, it
will be a place of sacrifice and offering. It
will be a place where the community can
offer praises and thanks to God for the
beauty and wonder of their lives and
experiences. It will also be a place where
one can find atonement. But before the
prayers can be offered or sacrifices made,
it needs to be built and it needs to be built
to very specific specifications in terms of
size, material, and color. With this portion,
God instructs Moses as to God’s expecta-
tions of what the Mishkan will look like.

The Western world has been building
sanctuaries for God to dwell in ever since.
Some are magnificent pieces of exquisite
architecture. Some are humble buildings
with four sides and a roof. The one in
Exodus that God describes to Moses is
actually a temporary tent-like structure
that can be deconstructed, packed up, and
moved to the next location. Regardless of
the beauty, size, opulence or humbleness
of the sanctuary, God will dwell there.
God doesn’t discriminate based on what
the sanctuary looks like. At the same time,
God does not only exist in the Mishkan as
God is everywhere. The sanctuaries are
really for you and me to have a designated
holy place for the community to gather
and pray.

All of us know that you can connect
with God anywhere. Whether it is a nature

Shabbat
Shalom
BY RABBI JON ADLAND

hike, a Shabbat morning service at camp, a
moment seeing a rainbow, a personal
activity of great satisfaction, God is there
to meet you where you are. We have our
temple and our sanctuary for community
to gather. There is something powerful
hearing the Shema sung by a congregation
of people whether it is 10 or 100. There is
something glorious in reading Torah with
a community of Jews. There is something
awesome seeing the faces of a congrega-
tion as they watch the Shabbat candles
being lit and the prayer recited and sung.

When God says,“And let them make Me
a sanctuary that I may dwell among
them,” this sanctuary really isn’t for God.
God doesn’t need a space as God is in all
spaces. The sanctuary is for us to come
together to say “Shabbat Shalom”or lift our
voices up in song. Reform Judaism doesn’t
stand on the principle of a minyan (a 
minimum of ten people) being necessary
for a full worship service. Instead we
believe that those who are present, those
who have made the effort to gather in
prayer, deserve the communal prayers.
What is important, I believe, is that we
create community on Shabbat, holy days
and holidays, as well as simchas and sad
moments. Jews aren’t ascetics. We have
never advocated for solitary lives. In fact,
living a Jewish life without other Jews isn’t
easy. Over the centuries, Judaism evolved
its ritual and practices to be shared with
others. Whether it is Shabbat, Pesach, the
High Holy Days, or other holy days,
Judaism wants us to be with others and
share the experience. In fact, we can find
evidence for this in our verse, “And let
them make Me a sanctuary that I may
dwell among them.” It doesn’t say, dwell
among you. It says “them.”God wants us
to be together to share the joys of life and
be with others in the pains of life. Humans
are not meant to be alone.

There certainly have been moments in
my life when I was by myself and God was
there with me. Maybe I was fishing or 
in my shop doing woodworking. Those
are spiritual experiences and, at times,
powerful. At the same time, being at
Temple and in the sanctuary with others is
incredibly powerful as well, as I get to
share the moment with them.

When you light your Shabbat candles,
light one as if it is the Ner Tamid (Eternal
Light) that hangs in the front of every
Jewish sanctuary representing God’s eternal
presence. Light the other candle and let it
remind you that this light is the light of the
Jewish people that has walked with God
for centuries as one large community.

Rabbi Adland has been a Reform rabbi 
for more than 30 years with pulpits in
Lexington, Ky., Indianapolis, Ind., and 
currently at Temple Israel in Canton, Ohio.
He may be reached at j.adland@gmail.com. AAAA
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On Jan. 29, more than 1,000 people came
together at the Indianapolis International
Airport to express opposition to the 
president’s ill-conceived and prejudiced
Executive Order barring immigration to
the United States from seven Muslim-
majority nations. We were privileged to
be among the speakers at that gathering.
Following are our remarks, first Dennis’
and next, Sandy’s:

Dennis: “I stand with you as an immi-
grant to this country.

I stand with you as a descendant of Jews
who, escaping the Inquisition, came to the
New World, found refuge in the Caribbean
islands and arrived in this land before the
birth of the United States.

I stand here bewildered, distressed and
disturbed by the recent Executive Order
which would deny asylum to immigrants
from Muslim countries and would make
this country unwelcome to many of our
neighbors and others seeking refuge from
persecution, displacement and violence.

It is particularly troubling that the
Executive Order coincided with the day
devoted to Holocaust Memorial Observance,
a reminder of a dark time when the world
closed its hearts and doors to millions of
Jewish and other victims of genocidal hatred.

On the very Sabbath of the Executive Order,
we read in the synagogue the biblical story
of Israel’s ancient redemption from
bondage. At that time a despot declared:
“I will not let them go!”In our day, a ruler
proclaims,“I will not let them come!”

In the name of sacred memory, in the
name of sanity, in the name of justice and
compassion, let America affirm the words
of the ode to the Statue of Liberty by
Emma Lazarus, a young Jewish woman:
“Give me your tired, your poor, your 
huddled masses yearning to breathe free.
Send these, the homeless, tempest-tossed to
me. I lift my lamp besides the Golden door.”

To our Muslim brothers and sisters and
to all who call America home, we say: We
stand with you; we stand by you; we stand
among you; and we stand around you.

Let the light of liberty and hope shine
and may each one of us reflect its glow.”

Sandy: “I am the grandchild of immi-
grants who came to this country escaping
persecution. My grandfather arrived alone,

as a teenager, with a few coins in his pocket.
I never had the good fortune to meet most of
his family. They were trapped by the terror
of the Holocaust which targeted them
because they were Jews. There was no
escape. To our shame, America closed its
borders to refugees. Six million Jews and five
million others were murdered. We cannot
afford historical amnesia. We cannot 
forget our all too recent past. Today we
pledge – we will not go back there again.

I represent Women4Change Indiana,
an inclusive, nonpartisan, grassroots
organization motivated by a desire to
address the escalating rhetoric of hate 
and the increasing acts of intimidation
and violence that demean minorities,
immigrants and women.

Let those who believe that this immi-
gration ban will make America safe again,
recall the words of Benjamin Franklin:
“Those who can give up essential liberty
to obtain temporary safety deserve neither
liberty nor safety.”To make America safe
again, we must make America good again,
the land of liberty and justice for all.

Before there were clocks, the ancient
rabbis asked how it was possible to tell
when morning begins. One suggested,
“It is morning when you can look into 
the face of a stranger and recognize a
neighbor and friend.”

Morning will come again to America,
when the light of Lady Liberty’s torch
shines brightly in its harbor.

Morning will come again to America,
when the voices of welcome and compas-
sion are louder and stronger than the
voices of fear and hate.

Morning will come again to America
when we can see in the face of the other,
the face of our neighbor and friend.

Let us make morning again in America.
Reprinted with permission from The

Indianapolis Star Feb. 8, 2017. AAAA

Some have suggested that President
Donald Trump’s recent speech before
Congress offered a more conciliatory 
and collaborative tone than previous 
pronouncements. But tone does not 
override content. Particularly egregious
was Trump’s call to the Department of
Homeland Security to establish VOICE,
Victims of Immigration, Crime Engagement,
a program that would focus on crimes
committed by illegal immigrants. During
the speech, Trump recognized four people
whose loved ones had been killed by
immigrants. Certainly, our sympathies go
out to all who have lost loved ones. But
Trump’s message was ideologically tainted (see Sassos, page 8)

We stand with
immigrants

BY RABBIS

DENNIS C. AND

SANDY E. SASSO

Immigrants commit
fewer crimes than
native-born Americans

LEDERMAN
(continued from page 6)

opportunity to reflect on and share our
appreciation for the people and things for
which we feel grateful.

During the Seder, we sing an upbeat
song called Dayenu which is over 1,000
years old. Translated from the Hebrew, it
means “It would have been enough.”
Dayenu is the quintessential Jewish
Gratitude Song. It reminds us, over and
over again, that whatever we have, it is
enough and each additional blessing is a
gift, a bonus, from God.

During Dayenu, we sing verses like: “If
God had brought us out of Egypt, and not
punished the Egyptians, DAYENU! If He
had fed us manna in the desert but not
given us Shabbat, DAYENU! If He had
brought us before Mt. Sinai but not given
us the Torah, DAYENU!”

It’s hard to imagine Jews saying it would
have been enough had we not been given
the Torah – and yet that is what we sing.
From this we understand that Dayenu
doesn’t literally mean “it would have 
been enough, as in – no more, you can
stop now, game over.” Rather, the words
remind us that no matter what we might
not have, we should be grateful for all that
we do. In Dayenu, we thank God for each
step of the journey and all that happens in
between. Dayenu focuses our attention on
what we have rather than what we lack.

This year at your Seder, consider creating
Dayenu moments. You can use a simple
statement about gratitude and let your
family and guests fill in the blanks. For
example: It would have been enough if
…my son graduated college, but he…also
got a job. DAYENU! Or: It would have
been enough that… I reached my 65th
birthday, but… my parents are also alive.
DAYENU!

Another way to celebrate Dayenu
moments is to have a discussion with your
family so that members and guests can
share what they are grateful for at this
point in their lives. And even if everyone
doesn’t participate but you begin a new
Seder tradition, Dayenu! 

Amy Hirshberg Lederman is an author,
Jewish educator, public speaker and attorney
who lives in Tucson. Her columns in the AJP
have won awards from the American Jewish
Press Association, the Arizona Newspapers
Association and the Arizona Press Club for
excellence in commentary. Visit her website at
amyhirshberglederman.com. This column was
originally received on Aug. 3, 2016. AAAA
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by the claim that violent crime in 
America is the result of an irresponsible
immigration policy. This initiative is eerily
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reminiscent of 1940s Germany, where
“immigrants”(Jews) were singled out and
listed as criminals.

Is it true that immigrants are killing us?
As of March 1, the number of homicides
was 2,745. There were 1,878 people 
murdered by guns and 239 killed due 
to domestic violence incidents. Most of
these violent crimes were perpetrated by
native born American citizens. Despite
rhetoric to the contrary, closing our 
borders, building walls and deporting
thousands of immigrants will not solve
our crime problem.

Advocating on behalf of immigrants,
documented or not, has nothing to do
with being “soft,” or a so called “bleeding

SASSOS
(continued from page 7)

heart liberal.” It has to do with facts,
hard facts. Immigrants to the United States
are significantly less likely than native-
born citizens to commit crimes, and
undocumented immigrants, even less so.

No refugee who has come to our country,
whether from Syria or any other place in
the Middle East, has been implicated in a
major fatal terrorist attack since the
Refugee Act of 1980 set up systematic 
procedures for accepting refugees into the
United States. How many foreign born
terrorists who have come to the United
States as refugees have killed anyone on
American soil? None. That’s right: Zero.
Those are hard facts.

On the other hand, we have witnessed
extraordinary violence from domestic
extremists. Hate groups continue to flourish
and are emboldened. The American 
radical right, according to the latest count
by the Southern Poverty Law Center, grew
from 784 in 2014 to 892 in 2015 – a 14 
percent increase. We need only remember
Charleston, S.C. and the massacre of nine
black church goers by a white supremacist
to be cognizant of the imminent dangers
that lurk within our own borders.

Mosques are being threatened, more
than 100 Jewish Community Centers
nationwide have received bomb threats,
cemeteries are being desecrated and
LGBT churches and youth are being 
targeted. Children from Muslim, Jewish,
Hispanic and African American families
are being harassed in schools. Gun 
violence continues to kill nearly 13,000
Americans per year.

Among those sitting in the audience as
Trump addressed Congress, there should
also have been victims of hate crimes and
family members who have lost loved ones
to gun violence. Meanwhile, our own
Indiana General Assembly refuses to pass
a Hate Crimes Law and continues to
strengthen gun ownership laws.

Our government has an obligation to
keep us safe. But unless we acknowledge
what truly threatens us, we will spend
resources frivolously and fail to create the
programs that will protect us. Throughout
history, alarmist stereotyping has fabricated
false fears that have led whole countries to
do unspeakable acts. It is the responsibility
of our leadership to help us discern the
difference between irrational and rational
fear, between truth and falsehood.

Fanning the flames of hate makes us
less secure, not more so.

Rabbi Dennis Sasso has been senior 
rabbi at Congregation Beth-El Zedeck in
Indianapolis for 40 years. Rabbi Sandy
Sasso is rabbi emerita of Congregation
Beth-El Zedeck and director of the Religion,
Spirituality and the Arts Initiative at Butler
University. Reprinted with permission from
the March 7, 2017 Indianapolis Star. AAAA

Our Bible makes it clear that our ancestors
considered themselves to have been chosen
by God to be a holy people. For hundreds
of years, Jews who inherited the tradition
of Abraham have been puzzled by the
concept of “Chosenness”. If God “chose”
the Jews, why then, have the Jews suffered
so much? How can we reconcile the idea
of election, with the reality of anti-
Semitism and the tragedy of Jewish history?
Although these are difficult questions,
they reveal a misunderstanding of the
subtleties of the doctrine of chosenness.

When God chose Abraham, it was an
era when all the surrounding peoples 
considered that they, too, were chosen by
their particular chief God. The concept of
chosenness includes, as its corollary, the
notion that the people also chose. Ancient
pagans chose a god whom he or she
wished to follow, even as the god “chose”
them. Each person entered into a covenant
or a contract with his or her particular god.
In the ancient world, there were two types
of covenants. One was a treaty between
equals. “You do this for me, and I, in return,
will do this for you.” The second kind of
covenant was a Suzerainty treaty, which
was in essence an agreement between
unequals, such as sovereign and servant.

In a Suzerainty treaty, the sovereign will
protect his or her subject in return for 
loyalty, but there was never an under-
standing that the two parties were equal.
Judaism mirrored the covenant between God
and the Jewish people after the Suzerainty
model. The covenant stated that God
would ensure the Jewish people’s survival
so long as we maintained our end of the
bargain, which was to uphold the mitzvot.

All religions fancy themselves as unique
unto God. Divine treaties were common.
The difference between the Hebrews and
their contemporaries was not that the Jews
were chosen, and the other peoples were
not.The difference was in the nature of the
covenant that the Jewish people entered into.

The covenant that bound the Jewish
people to their God required continuous
ethical conduct. It necessitated the following
of the ritual mitzvot, which communicated
Jewish traditions from generation to the
next. These laws were on a much higher
ethical level than the laws associated with
the Canaanite gods, Baal or Moloch. In

The true meaning
of “Chosenness”

BY RABBI GREGORY MARX

truth, being Chosen meant a heavier 
burden upon the Jewish people.

Chosenness was never intended to mean
“better than”. Only the unlearned Jew has
interpreted “chosenness”to mean that the
Jew was chosen because we were better or
more numerous than other peoples.
Deuteronomy 7:7 reads, “It is not because
you are the most numerous of peoples that
the Lord has set His heart on you and chose
you – indeed, you are the smallest of 
peoples.” Quite the contrary, chosenness
meant “different from.”

The Jews, because they were chosen by
God, and chose to follow God’s laws, were
set apart to be as Isaiah demanded, “A
Light Unto the Nations.” Chosenness does
not mean privileged; it means responsible.
There is a profound difference between
the two.

In the end, the question, “Are the Jews
the chosen people?”can only be answered
by the Jews of each generation.…for
themselves. We are chosen if we assume
the covenant by maintaining our traditions.
We demonstrate our chosenness by our
ethical actions. We are chosen to be special
representatives of God, if we are in the
vanguard of those who mediate God’s
qualities to the world about us. We are
chosen when we choose to live a Jewish
life, and maintain our traditions.

There is a special obligation involved in
this inherited doctrine of chosenness. If we
do not admit to its validity in the present,
then we are betraying generations of Jews
who lived and died to make it true. Can it
have been true for our ancestors, but not
for us? If it is not true for us, then, it could
not have been true for them, either. Can
we make a lie of four thousand years of
noble history? I trust not.

Senior Rabbi Marx has been spiritual
leader of Congregation Beth Or in Maple
Glen, Pa., since 1989. AAAA

From the
Rabbi’s Study



We will greet the new month of Nissan
the evening of March 27. Each month
brings new spiritual opportunities and
blessings. The month of Nissan is called
the “Chodesh Ha’Aviv”, the month of
Spring. The scent of spring in the air
makes us aware of the new life emerging
in nature and reminds us to pay attention
to the new energies stirring within us as
well. There is a heavenly influx of grace
and compassion in this month of Nissan
that enables us to go forward in our lives.

Nissan is the headquarters for new 
beginnings. This is the month to leave your
personal restrictions and limitations and
move to greater freedom. It is a time of 
miracles and redemption. This was the month
when the Jewish people were redeemed
from Egypt, and it will be the month in the
future when the final redemption will take
place. In every Nissan there is the hope
and expectation that something new and
wonderful will take place. So let us enjoy
the opportunity this month offers us.

General guidelines and suggestions for
Nissan from Kabbalah Month by Month

The awakening to greater freedom and
love starts with you. Contact your yearning
to move forward in life. To go forward in
life, we have to transcend limiting
thoughts about who we are and who God
is. It is good and safe to be in the not-
knowing, allowing life to unfold rather
than trying to control life to meet your
expectations.

Meditation, prayer and doing mitzvot are
powerful tools to move forward to greater
freedom and love. There is a heavenly
influx of compassion this month that will
lift us out of places of constraint but we
need to call out, make a place for God to
enter our hearts and souls, and then listen
to the quiet still voice inside each of us to
guide and direct us.

In preparing for the Holiday of Passover,
we begin to remove the chometz from our
physical house as well as our “inner
house“ of our heart and soul. Chometz is
associated with pride, negativity, and
whatever does not allow us to be in the
moment. Chometz is the part of the ego mind
that makes us feel limited and bound.

As we grow and develop on the spiritual
journey, we seek greater freedom from

Kabbalah
of the Month
BY MELINDA RIBNER

Nissan, the month
of going forward

(see Wiener, page 11)

Wiener’s
Wisdom
BY RABBI IRWIN WIENER, D.D.

We all make 
a difference

How many times have we wished we
had the ability to express ourselves when
we are the recipients of goodness as
demonstrated by others? Sometimes we
just look in amazement at the many 
people who cross our paths during our
journey who have had an impact on our
lives. Perhaps we take these individuals 
for granted or even come to expect the 
different episodes that give us fulfillment.

Each morning when we awake to a new
day, we can also find new things that will
brighten our day or make the experience
more exciting in so many ways. But, then
we forget all too often, to just say a simple
“thank you.”We have a tendency to forget
the one’s who impact our lives – the postal
worker, or the law enforcement servants,
or the gardener, or even the grocery clerk,
and for sure the men and women who
proudly serve our country. If we stop to
think for a moment there are so many
groups and individuals who are part of us
in so many ways.

Even Scripture demonstrates how easy
it is to forget until time slides by us and we
are forgotten as we forget. Sometimes
people’s minds are enslaved, not for
thinking differently, but because we
choose to ignore the blessings we receive.
We take the benevolence offered by God
and squander it on complacency and the
desire to be part of a greater society rather
than contribute to it.

Each year, during the month of
December, I watch a movie titled, It’s a
Wonderful Life. And each year I find 
something different in the message. It is a
timeless story of greed and goodness
combined to emphasize that each conflicts
with the other. The miracles experienced
in this film come from the fact that 
adversity sometimes wakes us up to the
reality that goodness comes with effort,
and greed rears its ugly head so easily.

No person is alone if she or he has
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limited and reactive ego states that keep
us enslaved to negative behaviors and
limited concepts of self. We seek to go
beyond ourselves, for we recognize that
the ego mind that is causing the stress and
negativity cannot offer us the solution or
healing from it. To become free, to become
truly loving, we need to be attached to that
which is free, and to that which is loving.
That Being is God.

To make this connection, ask yourself “
What does God want? What does my soul
want? Being with these questions we can
listen deep inside for guidance. Then we
begin to act in ways that are in alignment
with our inner knowing.You may become
more aware of the choices between the
higher knowing of the soul and the needs
and desires of the ego mind. Make an
effort to choose what your higher self,
your soul and God would want you to do
and not what your limited ego mind wants.

Just as the Jewish people called out to
God when the slavery they experienced in
Egypt became too intense, so we call out
to God when we feel the call within 
ourselves for a new way. Often times, for
many of us, it is when we truly feel the
heavy toll that limitations and challenges
have placed upon us that we are ready to
move away from what is familiar. Nissan is
an auspicious time to call out for a new way.
Nissan is the time to go forward, to open
to the new. Passover is the headquarters
for this leap.

Going forward in our lives always takes
a level of trust and faith. Many times,
people are unhappy repeating old patterns
in their lives, but they hold on to what is
familiar because that makes them feel
safe. But in truth, holding on to something
that is toxic, that is limiting, does not offer
real security, but only the illusion of 
security. To open to new possibilities 
within ourselves takes letting go of 
limiting ways we have defined ourselves.
It takes the willingness to be vulnerable.
Being vulnerable before God may be the
safest place to be.

If you had faith and trust in God, what
would you do? How would you experience
yourself and your life? What changes would
you make in your life? How can you heighten
your faith and trust in God? These are 
questions to contemplate this month.

May we let go of limiting false beliefs about
ourselves, and others during this month of
Nissan. May we find greater trust and faith
this month and take meaningful steps to
greater freedom in Nissan.

Melinda Ribner L.C.S.W. is also the
author of Everyday Kabbalah, Kabbalah
Month by Month and New Age Judaism,
and The Secret Legacy of Biblical 
Women: Revealing the Divine Feminine.
Internationally known for her pioneering
work in kabbalistic meditation and healing,

she is also a spiritual psychotherapist and 
for more than 30 years has used kabbalistic
wisdom as part of treatment. She offers a free
newsletter on meditation, healing, kabbalistic
energies of the months, holidays, and more.
www.kabbalahoftheheart.com. AAAA
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Voice,”as I protested the subordinate role
of women, as relegated to us by Orthodox
male authorities. After some years, I mailed
a letter to publisher Gabriel Cohen, z”l,
today, it would have been an email, that 
I was tired of complaining about the role
of women in traditional Judaism. I wanted
to write about anything that commanded
my attention. The dear man continued 
to publish whatever I submitted, even
though he never did answer my letter.

Only after I started teaching the
Holocaust, in 1995, did this column morph
into “Holocaust Educator,” as I found
myself writing more and more about
Holocaust pedagogy. The twist to my story
is that I am a “Catholic educator,”teaching
a course on the Holocaust in a Catholic
institution, Notre Dame de Namur
University, in Belmont, Calif. As such, I
qualified to attend the three and a half
week Summer Institute in Israel of the
National Catholic Center for Holocaust
Education (NCCHE).

In the summer of 1998, a generous 
fellowship from NCCHE, located at Seton
Hill University in Greensburg, Pa., enabled
me to study the Holocaust
in Jerusalem. I joined a
group of about 20 other
Catholic educators, under
the leadership of Sister
Gemma Del Duca.

“What?” my Jewish
friends protested,“you are
going to Israel to study the Holocaust with
Catholics?” It turned out that the
NCCHE’s Summer Institute was at Yad
Vashem’s International School for
Holocaust Education. Yad Vashem is the
Israeli institution dedicated to Holocaust
memory, research, and education. It paired
the Seton Hill group with an equal 
number of Israeli and Jewish Holocaust
educators from all over the world. Our
professors, mostly from Hebrew University,
were tops in their fields of Holocaust 
history, research, anti-Semitism, genocide,
and other Shoah related topics.

As the only Jew in the Catholic group, I
was privileged to accompany them to
Christian holy sites. Since Jewish tour
groups sail past high walls surrounding
monasteries and churches, I had no idea
there were so many Christian sacred
places in Israel. Our group listened to
Father Jim preach a sermon on the Mt. of
Beatitudes. We sailed on a “Jesus boat,”
their term, not mine, across the Sea of
Galilee. I remember gagging down a bony
St. Peter’s fish, supposedly indigenous to
that sea. I bought a cross from a Palestinian
vendor in Manger Square, across from the
Church of the Nativity in Bethlehem, to
give to one of my nun friends.

For me, the pièce de résistance was
retracing some of the last Stations of the

Cross along the Via Delarosa, where Jesus
reportedly took his last steps on his way 
to Calvary, site of the Crucifixion. Our 
pilgrimage culminated in the Church of
the Holy Sepulchre.

Religion should not be a spectator sport.
But I could only watch as we paused at
each of the last few Stations. Sister
Gemma opened her well-worn Christian
bible, with post-it notes sticking out on all
sides, to the text corresponding to each
Station. She read the relevant passage,
followed by a song that everyone else
knew. It was a pious group, including
three seminarians, Father Jim, and Sister
Lois. Fascinated, I felt the spiritual IQ of
the group soar.

With us was Pau, a former monk, now a
married archaeology professor at Ben
Gurion University of the Negev. After all,
we were a group of academics. Following
the song, it was Pau’s turn. At each Station
where we paused, Pau offered variations
of this disclaimer: “Of course, there is no
archaeological evidence that this is the
spot where Jesus fell. This is the traditional
site where the Station was alleged to have
happened.”At the Sixth Station, he added,
“There probably wasn’t a woman named
Veronica who mopped Jesus’ brow with
her handkerchief, since ‘Veronica’ is the
Greek word for ‘handkerchief’ or ‘veil.’” A
similar erudite explanation tempered each
story at all the stops.

Pau’s words, grounded in the science of
archeology, caused our spirits to plummet
down to the secular stones of Jerusalem.
We were on a spiritual seesaw. I fantasized
that documentarian Michael Moore would
appear at any moment with his camera, to
capture the irony of the scene.

Inside the Church of the Holy
Sepulchre, a man from our group came up
to me, tears streaming down his cheeks.
After almost 20 years, I remember only his
first name, but I can still see vividly the
anguish on his face.“I don’t care what Pau
says.That,”Dennis pointed up to the ledge
where a line of pilgrims slowly filed past
the traditional site of the cross,“is Calvary.”
I wondered how he knew so definitively
and why he chose me, the perennial
Jewish outsider, to express the depth of his
emotions. I felt like the awestruck daughter,
as I witnessed the collision between scientific
truth and religious truth, as these pilgrims
grew ever closer to their God.

The experience was life changing 
for me. I was determined to return to
Jerusalem some day and study with a
group of Muslims, a goal now on my
bucket list. I also developed a deep 
appreciation for the passion narrative,
which has dominated Western thought
and culture for two millennia.

We Jews do our children no favors by
teaching them that Jesus was just one of

Holocaust
Educator
BY DR. MIRIAM L. ZIMMERMAN

I slowly awakened, dreaming about the
parable of the four sons: wise, wicked,
simple, and the son unable to ask.
Passover thoughts permeated my sluggish
brain: family, housecleaning, nonstop
beating of eggs, whipping heavy cream;
the need to start my lists. Sleepily, I 
wondered, where were the daughters? 

To be inclusive today, liberal Jewish
Haggadot relate the story of the four 
children instead of the four sons. My dream
must have channeled fond childhood
memories of Passover Seders from my
hometown of Terre Haute, Ind. But what
might the story be like, if the four sons had
been daughters? 

On its own, my brain came up with
characteristics of four daughters. The
Serene Daughter – she looks, sees it is good;
she grows wise with vision. The Playful
Daughter – she experiments, is open to
options; she grows up to become an entrepre-
neur. The Curious Daughter – she explores,
learns from empirical data; she is a scientist.
And the Awestruck Daughter – spiritual
and pious, she is motivated by the mystery of
Creation to seek closeness with the Divine Will. 

Of course, we must include the fifth
daughter, the Jewish girl murdered in the
Holocaust, who is not present to ask a
question. She represents the potential of
every Jewish woman because she could
have become anything: a writer, a doctor,
a social activist, a mom, a single woman.
The addition of the fifth daughter to the
traditional Seder ritual came out of CLAL,
The National Jewish Center for Learning
and Leadership, founded by the influential
modern Orthodox rabbi,Yitz Greenberg.

Now, with five granddaughters and one
grandson, I feel an imperative to continue
to embrace a form of Judaism that values
women equally to men.Traditional Judaism
might value women, but “according to
their natures,”natures as defined by men.
I am encouraged by Orthodox Jewish 
feminist Bluma “Blu” Greenberg’s maxim,
“Where there’s a rabbinic will, there is a
Halachic (Jewish law) way.”Blu Greenberg
is the wife of Rabbi Greenberg; perhaps
she could influence her husband to create
a rabbinic will to elevate women to the
same ritual status as men in Judaism.
Jewish feminists put an orange on the
Seder plate to symbolize this need.

My career at The Jewish Post & Opinion
began in 1985 with the byline,“A Woman’s

Four daughters

Del Duca
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day after proposed hate crimes legislation
died in the Indiana state legislature and
after the Indianapolis Jewish Community
Center received a bomb threat, one of 28
JCCs and Jewish schools targeted that just
day alone across the country.”

In addition to patriotism, I also internal-
ized Dad’s dictum that “It can happen
here.”Dad explained that from one day to
the next, people whom he thought were
his friends would cross the street rather
than have to pass him on the sidewalk.
Thus, they avoided talking to him. Is it
happening here?

I began writing this article during a six-
hour appointment at a Stanford University
research clinic, each arm hooked up to an
IV (intravenous) machine (below). The
curious daughter, who learns from empirical
data, becomes a scientist. I am enrolled in a
study whose goal it is to determine why
some people taking statin medication
develop diabetes.

I asked Dr. Fahim Abbasi, clinical assis-
tant professor of medicine, how this study
was funded. He replied that the NIH
(National Institutes of Health) has already
informed all research institutions that
their annual subsidies would be discontin-
ued. Many research clinics are closing as a
result. Why hasn’t this real news made it
into the media? 

The Trump machine’s war on scientific
research is not limited to climate change.
His war on truth encompasses all scientific
endeavors, including medical research.
I have concerns that with a man like
Donald Trump in the White House, it may
happen here. This Passover, may you find
added meaning in your Seder by creating
your own version of the four daughters.

Dr. Zimmerman is professor emerita at
Notre Dame de Namur University (NDNU)
in Belmont, Calif., where she continues to
teach the Holocaust course. She can be
reached at mzimmerman@ndnu.edu. AAAA

the many false messiahs of his day, as I
had been taught. Until I witnessed how
these devout people experienced “the
Passion of the Christ,” I did not under-
stand the power of Jesus for Christians,
how Jesus serves as savior for his people,
or why he has had an enduring effect on
Western Civilization.

I now understand emotionally as well 
as intellectually how the Crucifixion serves
as the redemptive metaphor for Christians
and is every bit as powerful as Passover 
is for the Jewish people. Religiously and
spiritually, both achieve the same goals 
for their respective peoples. In Christian 
tradition, Jesus is called “the Paschal
Lamb,” strengthening further the 
connection between the two religious 
traditions.

The Seder ritual enables each Jew to
experience the Exodus and receive the
Torah as if s/he were enslaved in Egypt and
present on Mt. Sinai. Seder weaves every
Jew into the fabric of Jewish people hood.
In my opinion, we need to do the same for
the Holocaust. We need to create rituals so
that every Jew feels personally saved from
the Nazis.

Yearly, in early February, my husband
Richard and I hold hands and light the
Yahrzeit candle in memory of my dear
father, Werner Leo Loewenstein, z”l, a
German-Jewish refugee who, in 1937,
found freedom from the
Nazis in the United States.
As a medical student at 
the University of Berlin, he
witnessed the demise of
the German medical pro-
fession as it purged Jewish
“scientific” doctors and
replaced them with Nazi
ideologues.

Dad had his own passage from slavery
to freedom. My personal observance of
Passover begins with my father’s Yahrzeit,
when I consciously connect his story to
Passover.

Dad was extremely patriotic; he taught
his children that this country is the best
the world has ever produced. He had a
flag post installed in our front yard,
mounted in cement next to the entryway
of our home. Each morning, weather 
permitting, he raised the U.S. flag and
took it down each evening. During his
Yahrzeit this year, for the first time ever, I
felt relieved that my father was gone and
did not live to see the day when white
supremacists dominated the White House.

Further, on March 1, 2017, a Jewish
Telegraphic Agency (JTA) headline cried,
“Gunshot fired through classroom win-
dow of Indiana synagogue.” JTA reported
that a bullet hole was found in a classroom
window of Adath B’Nai Israel Temple in
Evansville, Ind. “The incident occurred a

WIENER
(continued from page 9)

Dad as a 
soldier in
World War II

friends. And no person is alone if he or 
she has faith. I believe they go together.
Our faith is somehow strengthened when
we can hold a hand or be together as we
share the difficulties and also buffer the
waves. Each of us represents a microscopic
view of the world. If we listen and watch
we can see the whole world in front of 
us – from dialogue, to accent, to wishes
and completion.

We may look differently on the outside,
but inwardly we share the same needs and
desires. We all need compassion and caring,
acceptance and togetherness. Most impor-
tantly, however, is our desire for life. To me
the film depicts in a very moving way the
need for continuance and continuity. If we
really think about, our values are no differ-
ent than those of the person sitting next to
us, or living next door to us, or residing
miles away, or even in distant lands.

Albert Einstein, I believe, summed it 
up best:

“Strange is our situation here upon earth.
Each of us comes for a short visit, not know-
ing why, yet sometimes seeming to divine a
purpose. From the standpoint of daily life,
however, there is one thing we know:

That we are here for the sake of
others…above all, for those upon whose
smile and well being our own happiness
depends, and also for the countless unknown
souls with whose fate we are connected by a
bond of sympathy.

Many times a day I realize how much my own
outer and inner life is built upon the labors
of my fellow men, both living and dead, and
how earnestly I must exert myself in order to
give in return as much as I have received.”

I could not help but think as I read these
words how much of an impact we have on
the lives of those with whom we come in
contact each and every day. We probably
will never know to what extent we truly
affect their lives. I do know that each and
every time people gather either for prayer
or celebration or sorrow, there is a feeling
of contentment and satisfaction in the
knowledge that no one need be alone.

The men and women whom we chose
to lead us in these difficult times of terror,
uncertainty, desecrations, are answering a
noble cause – the cause of survival and
continuity. Even in our small corner of this
great universe, it does matter, all lives
matter, our faith matters.

Rabbi Wiener is spiritual leader of the 
Sun Lakes Jewish Congregation near
Phoenix, Ariz. He welcomes comments 
at ravyitz @cox.net. He is the author of 
two books: Living With Faith, and a 
modern and contemporary interpretation of
the Passover Haggadah titled, Why is This
Night Different? AAAA



Shipley
Speaks
BY JIM SHIPLEY

A matter of 
perspective

In 1950, my family moved to Shaker
Heights, a suburb of Cleveland. It was a
lovely, leafy area with stately homes and a
storied history. Once my parents bought
their home we were shocked to find that
just shortly before we moved, a law was
struck down that prevented Jews from
owning homes in that lovely, leafy suburb.
They actually had a LAW that prevented
Jews and African Americans from buying a
home in their town. We’ve come a long
way, baby.

Restrictive covenants have practically
disappeared in the United States. You 
have the wherewithal? You can buy a
home, build one to standard, live in an
apartment – do anything that anyone else
does, regardless of the color of your skin,
the religion you follow, where you or your
parents were born.

We also have laws covering Public
Domain. Basically, if the city, the state or
even the federal government decides that
they need a particular piece of land, they
may buy it from the owner at a price based
on an appraisal from a non-partisan group
familiar with property values. Usually this
land is needed for a road expansion, a new
municipal building or any project that
does not have a commercial interest.

If the home or business owner is not
happy with the price – they can appeal
through the courts. There have been
exceptions of course. Politicians are 
politicians, after all. In most of these
“exceptional”cases, old storied businesses
are torn down to allow newer larger tax
paying businesses to take their place. This
smells to high heaven. Let the new 
businesses buy the old ones, pay for 
tearing them down and building their own.

Which brings us to the new “Settlement
Law” just passed by the government of
Israel. I have not read the law. I only know
what I read in the New York Times, a small
snippit in our local paper and a lengthy
article in the Jerusalem Post. From what I
can gather, it allows the government of
Israel, to confiscate privately owned Palestinian
property for the building of housing for
Israeli citizens – Jewish Israeli citizens.

Now, the ancient and holy land of Israel
is the historical home of the Jewish People
and the one place where Jews from all
over the world are welcomed without

quotas or restrictions. To repeat: The first
Jewish Commonwealth was established
when King David built the city of
Jerusalem and King Solomon built the
First Temple. The Babylonians destroyed
the Temple. We came back and founded
the second Jewish Commonwealth. As we
know, the Romans put an end to that. The
Muslim Caliphate put an end to the
Romans. The wars that followed never
identified a nation in the area where Israel
was and is located. It was, from the 7th
century on – Arabia.

In the area that became known as
Palestine – a linguistic take off on the
ancient name for the tribal inhabitants of
the area known as Philistines; the Turkish
Sultans ruled until the British aided by yes
– Lawrence of Arabia and a unified Arab
army threw them out and created a British
Mandate in the area.

When the Turks ruled the area, they 
sold portions of land to Turkish citizens,
basically wealthy members of the landed
gentry. In the late 19th century the Jewish
National Fund began to buy land from the
Turkish land owners. So, the Fund and
therefore the Jews had property rights in
what was to become the Third Jewish
Commonwealth – Israel.

The trouble started when Jews showed
up on the land they had legally purchased
and told the residents, basically tenant
farmers, that they, the Jews, now owned
the land on which the farmers were living.
And they were now going to farm and/or
develop it themselves. Well, the law is the
law and the Jews moved in – the Arabs
decided to kill them and take the land
back. They did not succeed.

A percentage of the land of Israel is still
owned by the Jewish National Fund. A
portion of the so-called West Bank is 
privately owned by Arabs. Most of these
folks are farmers, usually of olive trees.
Very few of them are politically active. Even
fewer are inclined to violent acts of terror.

In some cases, specifically in the areas 
of the Negev adjacent to Jordan, Israeli
and Arab farmers cooperate on soil and
crop improvement. On the so-called 
West Bank, the attitude is different. The
“Settlers” there are much more militant
and nationalistic. They are overwhelmingly
Orthodox and take their mandate not
from the courts or the Israeli Government
– but directly from God.

Benjamin Netanyahu’s government 
just passed a law stating that Israelis may
confiscate privately owned Arab land. The
land would then probably become “State
Land”. The big questions then become:
Will the Arabs be adequately compensated
for their land? Will private citizens own
their own homes? From whom will they
buy the home? Who profits? There are
many questions to be answered as the law

moves to the Supreme Court of Israel.
Jim Shipley has had careers in broadcasting,

distribution, advertising, and telecommuni-
cations. He began his working life in radio 
in Philadelphia. He has written his JP&O
column for more than 20 years and is director
of Trading Wise, an international trade and
marketing company in Orlando, Fla. This
column was submitted on Feb 15, 2017. AAAA
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American Camp
Association announces
new CEO

Tom Rosenberg has been appointed
Chief Executive Officer of the American
Camp Association (ACA). He began in
October 2016. He was preceded by Tom
Holland who resigned as
ACA’s CEO to pursue his
and his wife Catherine’s
dream – to own a camp of
their own. Tom Rosenberg
is a worthy successor to
Tom Holland – a successor
perfectly suited to lead
ACA into the future.

Tom Rosenberg has a distinguished career
in the camp profession and a long resume
of service to ACA. He previous served as
the executive director of Camp Judaea in
Hendersonville, N.C., where he fulfilled his
commitments and directed their summer
program before joining ACA last fall.

Tom has extensive camp leadership
experience in both for profit and nonprofit
camps. Prior to Camp Judaea, Tom spent
more than two decades with Blue Star
Camps in North Carolina, most of those
years as a director. Tom is a past national
treasurer and board member of ACA as
well as a past board president and treasurer
of ACA, Southeastern. He most recently
served on ACA’s 2016 National Conference
Program Committee in Atlanta. A founding
board member of the North Carolina
Youth Camp Association,Tom was awarded
the Henderson County Chamber of
Commerce’s inaugural Camp Industry
Leadership Award as well as the American
Camp Association’s National Honor Award
and ACA, Southeastern’s Distinguished
Service Award.

With an educational focus in business,
Tom graduated with distinction from the
Marshall School of Business at the
University of Southern California with an
MBA and from the AB Freeman School of
Business at Tulane University with a BS in
Management. He is also a graduate of
ACA’s Camp Director Institute.

Tom melds his experience in the 
camp profession with business expertise,
inspirational vision, successful fundraising

Rosenberg

j   i 
(see ACA CEO, page 13)
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question the reasons for these changes. In
no particular order....

The Hazzan in many cases no longer
wears the traditional garb of a chazzan.
(Notice: I have deliberately spelled the
word starting with the letter “C” instead 
of the letter “K” which I consider to be a
visual impediment. Anyone of a certain
age who has studied and/or performed
Jewish liturgical music, has sung Baruch
and other words correctly. Only an ignorant
person would pronounce the word Ba-rootch
and so on. This is an attempt to fix some-
thing that is not broken! It makes things
more difficult than easier. This is another
change akin to Thy STAFF and the ROD.

Okay, the yarmulke (excuse me, the
Kippah) has replaced the hat, no more
large bow tie. But no robe either? Oh, I get
it. The Khazzan, excuse me, the leader is
just plain folks, just like one of us. Ach
Zoch un az vey. A more generous transla-
tion might be “Sez who?” Since anyone,
with or better still without any training
and better yet a decent voice is now the
leader, any music written by a composer or
another chazzan is now off limits. In its
place are “congregational”tunes of dubious
provenance written primarily by entertainers
that are supposed to sound Israeli but more
often sound like faux Ukrainian tunes.

One of the main duties of a chazzan used
to be to encourage and/or train choirs.
What for? In too many temples they seem
to be tolerated and used when the Torah is
carried and folks are shaking hands like
politicians running for office. Instead of
encouraging and training people to sing,
and in parts, the chief job of the chazzan is
to train bar/bat mitzvah candidates and
also to teach people to read the Torah. In
brief, instead of being the traditional
leader of the service, his or her role is now
one of being a teacher. True, someone has
to do it, and the title remains, but the
essence, the neshama no longer exists.

The chazzan is no longer the shaliach
tzibur the musical representative of the
congregation. He is simply a teacher,
honorable though that profession is, but
no longer the equal of the rabbi in the
service since anyone can do it.And if anyone
can be a leader, what is so special about it?

The pulpit is no longer the place for the
chazzan either. His or her place is now no
longer on the bimah but rather on the floor
with his or her fellow congregants. I recall
as a teenager that many an adult would
walk from one shul to another on Rosh
Hashanah or Yom Kippur simply to hear
their hazzan. Forgive me, but I really doubt
that anyone would do so just to hear the
rabbi speak about the birth of Isaac.

And while I am at it....Late Friday
evening services have gone the way of the
dodo bird. With basketball, football and
other attractions and distractions, whatever

Friday night activities exist are a kind 
of Judaism 101. This is how one lights 
candles, etc. This is the tune for the
Kiddish. It is probably news to many, that
at a Friday evening service, normal or late,
the Chazzan sang the Kiddish and the 
congregation sometimes sang the phrase
“Ki vanu vacharta..”

It was only during the 1940s that there
were many Jewish servicemen as visitors
that it became a CUSTOM for the congre-
gation to sing the Kiddish melody by
Rabbi Israel Goldfarb. Now, that tune is
THE traditional melody for the Kiddish.

Few know or even care to know the
source of the music we sing. A glance at
the newer siddurim will show that the
authorship of EVERY prayer is indicated.
What I am asking for is only EQUAL time
for our composers as well. I will not go 
on for much more. I think the reader has
gotten the gist of my complaints and like
Portnoy, I do not have to kvetch much
more. For your consideration however…

On Shabbat, do we now have uplifting
services that include the reading of the
Torah portion, or do we rather have 
communal get-togethers that feature a
discussion and reading of the Torah,
sandwiched between the singing of some
catchy but banal tunes and followed by a
Kiddish? A sad commentary of these times
is the following: If you want to hear a
decent chazzan singing Jewish liturgical
music, you may hear him or her in a 
concert setting. You will not hear either
new or old Jewish music anywhere else.

There, Heaven help me, I have said most
of what is on my mind. If the reader wants
to do anything to change or ameliorate
things that now exist, make your feelings
known.You know that if one wants to hear
sacred Christian music, (masses, etc.) 
one will have to attend programs given in
concert halls. The more we want to be 
different from anyone else, the more 
similar we become.

Dr. Gold is a composer/conductor, retired
educator and recipient of the Kavod Award by
the Cantors Assembly of North America. AAAA

As I 
Heard It
BY MORTON GOLD

Pet peeves of current
Jewish music

I have been reluctant to write a column
for some time. Why? I will probably get
some folks upset with me and it “would
not profit me” at all. I feel like Rip van
Winkle who woke up after 40 years of sleep.
I see what I see, hear what I hear, and “am
not amused.”Equally upsetting are things
great and things not so great (to others.) 

If one were to look back to the decade of
the 1970s and contrast things to how they
are now I am irritated by any number of
things. One realizes that time does not
stand still and change is inevitable.
However, change for the sake of change
and changes that are not effective are
something else. One example of the for-
mer is the new English translation of the
23rd Psalm, which reads “Thy staff and
they rod...” instead of Thy rod and they
staff.” Good grief man (rabbis) WHY?
What does this accomplish? Jews and
Gentiles have recited this psalm and this
phrase for centuries.

I suspect that the powers that be wanted
to make this psalm into a Jewish psalm
rather than the universal one that it is and
OUGHT to remain. And if that was their
aim, I would have preferred HaShem is my
shepherd to Ado-ai. In my upbringing, the
use of Ado-ai was reserved strictly for
prayer, and if in translation, it was spelled
Adoshem. The only change for the better
(to me) is the phrase “You set a banquet
(instead of a table) before me.

While it is now a custom to include this
psalm in a (Jewish) funeral or memorial
service, this is a custom that has occurred
only recently and like many customs 
people are led to believe that it is law
which it is not. There are many other
psalms (like #121) that are just and even
more appropriate.

In the older machzor on the Hebrew side
the phrase “the hazzan continues” is writ-
ten, while on the English side the phrase
“the leader continues” appears. In the
newer edition, however, the word hazzan
has been eliminated. Friends, while a 
hazzan is assuredly a leader, the reverse is
rarely so. (I am just getting warmed up.) 

I want to state in writing that I have a
world of respect for whoever holds a
smicha. However, there are any number of
changes that have occurred that, as a son
of a hazzan make me uneasy and I would

experience, professional agility, organiza-
tional skills, and strategic focus – 
attributes that are essential to achieving
success as ACA’s CEO.Tom is a thoughtful,
dedicated, and experienced leader who is
willing to take his commitment to camp,
youth development, and ACA to a greater level.

Tom, his wife Pam Sugarman, and their
son Daniel live in Atlanta, Ga. Tom will 
be dividing his time between the ACA
administrative office in Indianapolis and
his home office in Atlanta. AAAA

ACA CEO
(continued from page 12)
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welfare of their children. When discovered
by the authorities, the Lovings need
Cohen and his associate, Phil Hirschkop
(Jon Bass), a brilliant civil rights attorney.
Even as it becomes clear that Cohen had
very little experience with constitutional
law, Hirschkop understands that the
Loving case may well “alter the Constitution
of the United States.”

Cohen does understand the importance
of raising the profile of the case, and
encourages the Lovings to meet with a
Life Magazine reporter, who takes a 
photograph of them that becomes iconic.
Yet Richard decides not to attend the trial,
probably out of concern that the State of
Virginia will likely argue, according to his
attorneys, that it is unfair to bring children
of mixed race into the world and that such
children, even if born in wedlock, are 
“bastards.”He asks his attorneys: “Tell the
judge I love my wife.”

In all fairness to Richard, he, like
Mildred, has been through a lot. In tense
moments his African American friends
and in-laws remind him that however
“black”he may think he is, he has a “fix”:
“All you got to do is divorce her.” In one
moving scene he is ashamed that he is too
drunk to respond to such remarks.

Sadly, Mildred, who had the courage to
pursue the case and is fully aware of its
historical import, declines to attend the
historic trial because Richard will not go,
and misses the rare opportunity to witness
not only the operation of the court but the
fruit of her vision and labor. One wonders
whether the attorneys pushed to afford
her that opportunity.

Cohen and Hirschkop are energetic and
dedicated enough, but come across most
of all as ambitious and as erratic. Nothing
is said about their Jewish upbringing, or
about where they get their moral compass,
except perhaps from ACLU ideology,
which is depicted here as rather vague and
undisciplined. Sometimes, in moments of
unmitigated chutzpah, the Jewish-named
lawyers come across as obnoxious.

Arrival
In Denis Villeneuve’s and Eric Heisserer’s

film, Arrival, based on a short story by Ted
Chiang, 12 space ships land all over the
world, including Nevada. The movie is
unrelenting in its New Age notion that the
science fiction genre, above all others,
including religious scriptures, knows the
human heart best and can provide the
best spiritual and rational perspective to a
divided world (and universe?). It is not
surprising, therefore, that, at the film’s
start, an Evangelical cult’s mass suicide
parallels looting all over the country, not
to mention the bad behavior of Russia,
China and Pakistan.

Media
Watch
BY RABBI ELLIOT B. GERTEL

Movies without
Jewish character

Three recent films are shaped by depictions
of Jewish characters with minimal character
or by the lack of Jewish characters altogether.

Loving
Jeff Nichols’ sensitive and well-acted

Loving tells the true story of Richard and
Mildred Loving, an interracial couple who
were literally outlawed from their own
town and State of Virginia after marrying
in Washington, D.C. They are arrested
before their forced exile to the nation’s
capitol, even though the wife is pregnant.
As the local sheriff puts it,“It’s God’s law.
He made a sparrow a sparrow and a robin
a robin. He did that for a reason.”Reliable
Richard is able to find work anywhere as 
a bricklayer, though he was probably
betrayed by a co-worker.

The film makes the point well that this
family is oppressed by such humiliation
even as the Space Age is dawning and the
civil rights movement is gaining momentum.

Not happy raising three children in an
urban environment away from family and
country living, the lovely and thoughtful
Mildred writes to Attorney General Robert
Kennedy for justice. She receives a call
back from an American Civil Liberties
Union (ACLU) lawyer, Bernard Cohen
(Nick Kroll). Mr. Cohen tells Mildred that
he is based in Alexandria, but has an office
in D.C., and assures her that the ACLU
will take care of any fees.

Yet the film emphasizes that Cohen and
the ACLU were not forthright with
Mildred and Richard. They were taking a
chance with the lives of this young family.
Cohen does not have an office in D.C. The
organization is still fly-by-night enough
for him to have to pretend that a desk in
an office is his. He also urges the couple to
return to Caroline County,Virginia, where
they will surely be arrested, and assures
them that he’ll be there to bail them out,
even though he is not sure that the plan
will work.

Fortunately, Richard is more level-headed.
He wants to be able to live in peace in his
home town and not to make a statement
at the expense of his family. Early on he
warns Mildred,“You get what you pay for.”

But as time moves on, the couple
decides that the risk of moving back and
living out of the public eye is better for the (see Gertel, page 15)

My. He was as pale as the pillow his
head rested upon. He spoke little and
refused to focus on either my analysis of
the Michigan State/Notre Dame game or
the TV on the opposite wall. Another 
indication of “unwellness” was the tube 
in his arm and blinking apparatuses 
borrowed from a 1940s Frankenstein
movie surrounding his bed. To further 
validate my suspicions, this scene took
place in a hospital room! 

He had endured an operation – there were
complications involving whatever physiol-
ogists call the human trash disposal system.

He had been through this before and I
had told him of the prayer, Asher Yotsar. I
had told him of a time when I had been
dammed like the Grand Coulee blocks the
Arizona River and how I had recited the
prayer – a traditional one used daily by
more observant Jews than me – to thank
our Creator for the deft engineering of the
system that rids us of liquid waste.
(“Blessed are you Hashem who heals all
flesh and acts wondrously.”) 

Voila! The free flowing brook pushed
aside boulders, rubble, debris and found
its way to the sea.

We began our goodbyes, whereupon my
friend, who had marveled at my earlier
healing, turned his head as we stood in
the hospital room doorway.“Ted,”he said.
“Say that prayer for me – the one with the
funny name, you know.” He said it again
as we lingered in the doorway.

We who have wives that can’t resist
individual goodbye kisses and speeches to
everyone in the room are used to lingering
in goodbye doorways. So, five minutes later
I’m leaning against the wall wondering if
my warmhearted wife will kiss the nurse,
too. My friend, with some effort, turns in
the bed to look directly into my eyes.
“Don’t forget the prayer,”he says.

I went home and immediately ran
upstairs and pulled out the prayer poster.
It is garish, primitive, almost cartoonish,
but Isaiah was a lousy dresser and
Abraham probably would have flunked
out of yeshiva and Sinai has none of the
snow-covered elegance of Mt. Fujiyama.
Appearances are only appearances and in
the reality show of the world that’s veiled
to us, they mean nothing.

Two weeks pass. My friend is home and
probably appreciating for the first time 

Asher Yotsar

Spoonful 
of Humor
BY TED ROBERTS

(see Roberts, page 18)
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Two academics, linguist Louise Banks
(Amy Adams) and physicist Ian Donnelly
(Jeremy Renner) are recruited by U.S.
government agencies to reach out to the
visiting aliens and to find out how to 
communicate with them and what they
want of earthlings. These two intrepid
souls, as courageous – even when shaking
a little – as they are curious, respond
immediately to the call to guide teams 
of scientists and, more indirectly, the 
militaries of the U.S. and its allies, if not of
its adversaries as well.

Our power think tank duo is invited for
regular audiences with the alien visitors in
their cavernous and wondrous travel craft.
The two intergalactic representatives, who
are soon given the nicknames “Abbott”
and “Costello,”communicate from behind
a glass screen by making sounds and also
demonstrating a nifty knack for generating
graphics. Tall and squid-like, they are
dubbed “heptapods” because of their
many legs.

Louise achieves a special rapport with
the visitors by making herself vulnerable,
and is convinced that she can figure out
their language enough to get them to
understand ours. She tells the U.S.
authorities that knowledge of the aliens’
motivations will come faster if they can be
taught to speak and read.

The film comes across as a feast for 
linguists and as an ode to the powers 
and effects of language on intention and
motivation. But it tests the self-respect 
of many earth cultures once it gleefully
showcases that all graphics which
emanate from the space craft can be read
the same way backward and forward. The
visitors come bearing the gift of perceiving
time in a different, non-linear way. Such
perception figures into Louise’s way of
dealing with the arrival and loss of a child.

Though absorbing enough, and
thoughtfully-written and well-acted
enough, this film knocks human commu-
nication while purporting to enhance it. In
attempting to deal with a “disconnected”
earth, it espouses disconnection from 
classical aspects of world culture, including
biblical (and secular) worldviews of history,
hope, messianic yearning, and communi-
cation with words and stories. In many
ways, the movie is an assault on time and
language as understood by diverse earthly
civilizations. Could the aliens have come
to promote cosmic political correctness?

Yes, there is a Jewish-named character here,
too, an Agent Halpern (Michael Stuhlberg),
an inside-the-box unimaginative bureaucrat
who does his job and tries to do it well, but
has nothing to offer, not even an insight
into what Hebraic civilization has 

GERTEL
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contributed to the world and to human
communication. Could it be this character’s
purpose to render a Jewish presence
inconsequential in any conversation about
language and communication?

Allied
Any time given to Robert Zemeckis’s

and Steven Knight’s Allied, a film as over-
long and pretentious as it is well-mounted,
is not only time wasted, but time lost to an
immoral concoction. The film stars Brad
Pitt as a Canadian infiltrator behind Nazi
lines, and Marion Cotillard as a seasoned
French Resistance fighter. They meet
while posing as husband and wife in
Casablanca, and then marry and have a
child in London while that city is being
bombarded by the Germans. The blissfully
newly-wed husband, who is still infiltrating
Nazi bastions on day flights, is told that
his wife is suspected of being a Nazi agent
and that he must test her and then kill 
her should she prove guilty, and that 
failure to comply with orders will render
him subject to charges of treason.

This movie would have us buy into or, at the
very least, sympathize with, irresponsible
and even stupid actions in the name of
“love” on the part of Pitt’s character,
actions that fatally endanger fellow officers
and even his own baby. The premises here
can best be described by a French word,
degoutant, a cognate through the Latin of
the English, “disgusting,” but stronger in
its condemnation of both aesthetic and
moral baseness.

This film is also Judenrein, devoid of any
Jewish characters or even of any reference
to the systematic genocide against Jews
and the calculated mass murder of others,
as if to divert attention from Nazi evil,
even as the Blitzkrieg is depicted. The
Nazis assassinated by Cotillard’s character
and killed because of her are portrayed as
rebellious (and maybe even resistance-
friendly) soldiers who go out of their way
to find Lucky Strike cigarettes. If the film had
gone on any longer, it might have suggested
that the German airmen bombing London
were trying to miss civilians!

Early on, Cotillard’s character says that 
it is not sex but emotion that can destroy an
important espionage mission. Allied exploits
the emotions of audiences, not to mention
Hollywood romance and sex formulae, in
order to generate misplaced and morally-
repugnant compassion and sympathy.

Rabbi Gertel has been spiritual leader of
congregations in New Haven and Chicago.
He is the author of two books, What Jews
Know About Salvation and Over the 
Top Judaism: Precedents and Trends in 
the Depiction of Jewish Beliefs and
Observances in Film and Television. He
has been media critic for The National
Jewish Post & Opinion since 1979. AAAA(see Sussman, page 18)

Many people have asked me why I
chose to write the book, Max Baer and
Barney Ross: Jewish Heroes of Boxing,
which was just published by Rowman 
and Littlefield. It’s a good question. Most
people, Jews and non-Jews, have no idea
that from 1910 to 1941, there were 628
professional Jewish boxers in the United
States. Many of them, including Barney
Ross, were Orthodox Jews. Ross and more
than a dozen others were world champion
title holders. And Ross was one of the
best, for he was the first boxer to hold
three championship titles at one time.

The origins for my writing the book
started when I was
12 years old. I was
short and skinny,
and my father
worried that bigger
boys would pick
on me. One day,
he brought home a
pair of boxing
gloves, a speed
bag, a heavy bag,
and a jump rope.
He taught me the elements of boxing,
and I learned that my father had been an
amateur boxer in his late teens. He had
grown up in a German immigrant 
neighborhood where pervasive anti-
Semitism existed. He often got in fist fights
with those who espoused anti-Semitism.

After my father taught me the basics of
boxing, he signed me up for ten boxing
lessons at Stillman’s Gym, the most
famous boxing gym in the United States
from the 1920s to the late 1950s.

We arrived at Stillman’s gym in
Manhattan, early one afternoon and went
up a flight of stairs. Mr. Stillman was 
sitting at a desk near the door. He had a
big, ugly cigar stuffed into his face that
smelled like rotten cabbage.

“I’m Nick. Follow me kid,”he said.
He led me through one of the filthiest

gyms in existence. It smelled of sweat 
and lineament. I heard the sibilant sounds
of soft soled shoes skipping rope, the
thwack, thwack, thwack of gloves hitting
body bags, and quick pop, pop, pop of
gloves gyrating against speed bags. Nick
took me to a locker, where I changed out
of my jeans and polo shirt. I put on a pair
of shorts, a t-shirt and was then led to a

Jewish boxers
and anti-
Semitism

BY JEFFREY SUSSMAN



My Sephardic Haroset
(2 cups)
1 cup chopped dates
1/2 cup raisins
1 chopped apple
1/2 cup finely chopped nuts
1 tsp. ginger
1/4 cup red wine

Combine all ingredients.

Sephardic Haroset
(source unknown)
1 cup chopped walnuts
1/4 cup chopped almonds
1/2 cup raisins
1/2 cup chopped dates
1/4 cup red wine
2 Tbsp. lemon juice
1/8 tsp. cinnamon
apricot halves

Combine walnuts, almonds, raisins,
dates, wine, lemon juice and cinnamon.
Form into balls. Spoon onto apricot halves.

Sabra Haroset
(from an old undated Jerusalem Post)
2 peeled and cored apples
6 peeled bananas
1 lemon, without juice
1 orange, without juice
20 pitted dates
1 cup peanuts
1 cup dry red wine
matza meal as needed
2 tsp. cinnamon
sugar to taste

Put fruit and nuts though a grinder (or
blender or food processor). Add wine,
lemon juice and orange juice. Add enough
matza meal to soak up the wine to the
consistency you want. Mix in cinnamon
and sugar.

Date Haroset 
(1/3 cup)
1/2 cup finely chopped dates
1/2 cup chopped almonds
1/8 cup red wine
1/2 grated apple
1/2 tsp. cinnamon
1/4 tsp. ginger

Combine dates, almonds, wine, apple,
cinnamon and sugar and blend well.

Yemenite Haroset
30 chopped dates
20 chopped dried figs
2 Tbsp. sesame seeds
2 tsp. hot ginger powder
matzah meal as desired
dry red wine as desired
1 chili pepper (optional)

My Kosher
Kitchen

Haroset
What Passover seder symbol is 

common to all communities but is not
mentioned in the Biblical passage which
enjoins us to eat the paschal offering,
matzah, and bitter herbs? Haroset.

We define haroset loosely as a paste of
fruit, spices, wine and matzah meal,
symbolic of the mortar used by the
Hebrews when they were slaves in Egypt.
The word is of unknown origin but may be
from the word heres, meaning clay,
because of its color. The custom of eating
haroset is thought to have come from the
time of the Babylonians who dipped food
in relishes or sauces to add flavor.

Some years ago, I surprised all my seder
guests by serving both the Ashkenazic
version and a different Sephardic version
which everyone loved and wanted in
future years. The New York Times Passover
Cookbook, edited by Linda Amster, wrote
that the Iraqi version is one of the oldest and
most time-consuming recipes, dating back
to the Babylonian exile of 579 BCE. Made
into a jam from dates, grapes, pomegranate
and bee honey, it was a sweetener in the
ancient world and is still used by Iraqi,
Burmese, Syrian and Indian Jews.

The Talmud says haroset must be sharp
in taste and similar to clay in substance
and color, thus there are variations accord-
ing to communities. Most Ashkenazim do
not follow the sharp and pungent idea
whereas Sephardim do.

Ashkenazim tend to use apples,
chopped almonds, cinnamon, red wine
and perhaps matzah meal. Sometimes
other nuts are used. Sephardim and those
from Middle Eastern countries tend to use
fruits that grew in Eretz Yisrael in Biblical
times such as grapes, figs, dates, almonds
and pomegranates. Israelis often turn
haroset into a dessert by adding bananas,
dates, orange juice and sugar.

My Mom’s Haroset
(6 servings)
2 apples, chopped
1/3 cup ground nuts
1/4 tsp. cinnamon
1 Tbsp. honey
2 Tbsp. sweet red wine

Place chopped apples in a bowl. Add
nuts, cinnamon and honey and mix until
smooth.

Add wine and mix well.

BY SYBIL KAPLAN
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NEW YORK – Jan. 25, 2017 – American
Friends of The Hebrew University (AFHU)
announced today the appointment of
Elissa Fishman as Chief Financial Officer.
Ms. Fishman brings to
AFHU her extensive 
experience working with
Fortune 500 companies
and nonprofits, and with
that an expertise in 
business planning, finan-
cial infrastructure and
operations management.

“AFHU is pleased to welcome Ms.
Fishman, who has a strong background in
finance and operations for both nonprofit
and for-profit organizations,” said Beth
Asnien McCoy, AFHU National Executive
Director. “AFHU is committed to organi-
zational growth on behalf of The Hebrew
University of Jerusalem, and Ms.
Fishman’s expertise will help to propel
these ongoing efforts.”

Ms. Fishman has two decades of 
experience with Time, Inc. in New York,
where she most recently served as 
Senior Vice President, Finance, of the
Entertainment, News and Sports Group.
Functioning as CFO of the $1.5 billion
division, Ms. Fishman led the group’s
financial strategy, operations, accounting,
and reporting. Ms. Fishman advised on new
growth initiatives and was instrumental 
in developing and implementing compre-
hensive plans to achieve revenue growth
and cost savings.

“I am honored to join the AFHU team,
working in support of one of the world’s
great universities,”stated Ms. Fishman.

Ms. Fishman received an MBA from the
Leonard N. Stern School of Business at
New York University, and a B.S. degree in
Economics from the Wharton School of
the University of Pennsylvania.

About American Friends of 
The Hebrew University

American Friends of The Hebrew
University (AFHU) is a national, not-for-
profit organization based in the United
States. AFHU, working in close partner-
ship with The Hebrew University of
Jerusalem, provides programs and events
and conducts fundraising activities in 
support of The Hebrew University’s 
internationally recognized community of
leading scholars and scientists. For more
information about AFHU, please visit
http://www.afhu.org/. AAAA

New CFO at American
Friends of The
Hebrew University

Fishman
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Distilled: A Memoir of Family, Seagram,
Baseball, and Philanthropy. By Charles
Bronfman with Howard Green. Harper
Collins. Toronto, Ontario, Canada. 2016.
348 pgs.

Although the central focus of this
extraordinary book has a distinctly
Canadian flavor (the author singlehand-
edly brought the Montreal “Expos” to
become Canada’s first major league base-
ball team), its canvas stretches equally
over the United States, Europe and Israel.
For in this memoir
Charles Bronfman,
scion of the
famous Bronfman
dynasty of
Montreal, recapit-
ulates, with the aid
of the skillful
writer-broadcaster
Howard Green,
the saga of the
Seagram’s distill-
ery empire (think
of its bestselling “Crown Royal” confec-
tion), it’s sad and unanticipated dissolu-
tion, the centrality of Israel in the
Bronfman biography and the reconstruc-
tion of Charles Bronfman’s eight-decade
long search for family, financial, emotion-
al and marital stability.

In fact, this volume is compartmentalized
into three different discrete segments.
The first pivots on the author’s memories
growing up in the lap of luxury in the
upper class neighborhoods (“we never
heard about the Depression when I was
growing up in the 1930s”) as the son of
Sam Bronfman, founder of the Seagram’s
firm. Life in the Bronfman household was
punctured by sibling rivalries (especially
with brother Edward), a luxurious living
standard and the looming presence of 
one of North America’s most successful
business enterprises, the Seagram brand.

In reconstructing the latter Charles
learned from the family patriarch that
despite the fame of Crown Royal, that 
delicate beverage was not the preferred
drink of Sam Bronfman, the man responsible

Reflection on life,
loves, health, family,
career, sports, and
philanthropy

REVIEWED BY
PROFESSOR ARNOLD AGES

for that delectable drink. He confided
once to his son that his favorite was V.O.
– to which the astonished youngster
responded by asking his dad why he 
said that. “I drink V.O.,” said Sam, “but I 
sell Crown Royal.” That sober business
reply stayed with Charles throughout his
association with the Seagram escutcheon.

When he was barely out of his teens,
Charles starting out in the family business
without completing his university studies,
which turned out to be a felicitous devel-
opment because he realized soon that
what he needed was not extensive learning
but a discrete application of sekhel,
common sense. Charles learned the ropes
from the ground up that is to say, in 
seriatim, the distilling processes, manage-
ment, personnel, advertising and dealing
with allies and competitors. In this context
he had the assistance of elder brother
Edgar, with whom he did not always get
along because the latter, says Charles, was
continually in revolt against father Sam’s
monarchical control.

Sam Bronfman may have exhibited
regal control over his family and his 
business but his Jewish commitment
expressed itself in love of Israel and 
philanthropic impulses towards Jewish
and general institutions. Charles Bronfman
obviously inherited that aspect of Sam’s
DNA including the need for discretion
and measure in allotting the Bronfman
money. He relates that he was once
approached by a fundraiser who reacted
negatively when Charles offered what 
his interlocutor felt was an inadequate
amount. He told Charles that other 
potential donors would be put off by the
Bronfman donation and thus depress their
donations. Charles, without hesitation,
pocketed his check book and was about to
say goodbye, when the fund-raiser
became more sensible in his request! 

Ironically Charles Bronfman ignored his
own response to that fundraiser when as
the co-founder (with secularist Michael
Steinhardt of New York) of that marvelous
Birthright Israel scholarship program
(which made it possible for young Jews to
visit Israel without cost to them), he asked
billionaire Sheldon Adelson for $50 million
for operating costs and endowments.
Adelson replied that he would not give a
dime for endowments. In the balletic 
conversation which followed, Charles
lowered his request to one million dollars
for ten years. Said Adelson “I don’t play 
for peanuts” – after which he gave
Birthright Israel ten million immediately
and the same sum soon thereafter – and
he topped his contribution to $40 million
a short time later!

Charles Bronfman’s attachment to
Jewish and Israeli philanthropy is a preoc-
cupation of the third element in this 

Book Review

personal saga but it contains a touching
revelation about Andy Morrison, his
British born second wife whose deep
Zionist connections through her family,
sharpened, shaped and increased Charles’
devotions to the Jewish State. Her passion
for the renaissance and reconstruction of
that entity fired Bronfman’s dedication 
not only to Birthright Israel but to other
philanthropic endeavors there. He makes
it a point however, to separate himself
from the right-wing political views of
Sheldon Adelson and his own far more
critical strictures about policies of the 
current government of the country.

In this context perhaps the most
poignant part of the narrative is the
description of how, on one dark morning
during the period when they resided in
New York City, his beloved wife Andy
informed Charles that she was taking 
their dog out for a walk. While he was
showering, waiting her return, his intercom
buzzer sounded and within moments 
he was informed that his wife had been 
hit by a car and was being transported to 
a hospital. Bronfman’s description of his
shock and disbelief were compounded 
by an initially positive report on his wife’s
condition by the medical staff – followed
by the news of her death.

That event introduced a disequilibrium
into his life which he was unable to shake
off for years and this part of his memoir is
a kind of therapeutic catharsis in prose
which has permitted him to re-enter the
orbit of his fast-paced life and to appreciate
once again the many blessings of family
and friends.

Arnold Ages is “Distinguished Emeritus
Professor” University of Waterloo (Ontario,
Canada) and the “Scholar-in-Residence” at the
Beth Tzedec Synagogue (Toronto, Canada). AAAA

Mix fruits, seeds and ginger. Add matzah
meal and wine to make a firm paste.

Turkish Haroset
20 dates
1 cup raisins
1 cup walnuts
1/2 cup almonds
red wine

Put fruit and dates in blender or food
processor to chop. Add wine.

Sybil Kaplan is a foreign correspondent for
North American Jewish newspapers, a book
reviewer, compiler and editor of nine kosher
cookbooks, restaurant feature writer for the
Israeli website Janglo.net, feature writer for 
the website itraveljerusalem.net. She lives in
Jerusalem. AAAA
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the astonishing miracle we call the human
body. That long-lasting oil of Chanukah is
kid stuff compared to this. It shouldn’t
work – too many failure possibilities.
Reliability engineers marvel. Regarded as
a machine you wouldn’t bet a nickel on
ten minutes of trouble-free operation. We
observe the statistical miracle of life and
thank the Creator for His gift.

So, we pray in gratitude. We tell Him
over and over of our praise and then 
we ask that He favor us with health and
prosperity. Like the cute little kid next
door who wandered in our open door 
last week when the wife was baking.“Oh
Mrs. Roberts, what pretty, pretty drapes.
Can I have a cookie?” Not subtle, but
remarkably effective on a proud baker.
First praise, then the payoff.

But let me not denigrate prayer. It is one
of the languages that the Jew uses – that
all faiths use – to communicate with G-d.
Deeds, ritual, ceremony, and prayer all
work together. At one time – in Temple
Times – sacrifice was also one of the
dialects of reverence. Things change.
Maybe we should add music to the list – or
to put it more generally – artistic creation.
I’m sure Chagall would agree with me.
And so would Gerard Manley Hopkins,
the great Christian poet. Who can doubt
that King David’s music and lyrics to the
accompaniment of his lute were the
essence of prayer? There are those who
could argue that his artistry, even if the
theme was worldly and maybe even a tri-
fle crude, was a form of prayer.

Some of us are better at prayer than
others. A great story, The Juggler of Notre
Dame by Anatole France, tells about a
medieval juggler who is too ignorant to
pray; very much like the Chasidic tale of
the peasant who whistles in shul. (You
don’t believe G-d reads his meaning? –
asks the amazed storyteller.) Or in some
versions the peasant simply recites the
Aleph-Bet (G-d can’t put the letters
together and deduce words?)

Anyhow, the juggler, sheltered in a
monastery during the holiday that
Christians call Christmas, looks around to
see the talented monks devising beauty in
all forms to revere the holiday and the
founder of their faith. But he has no skills
for illustrated bibles, stain glass windows,
art or sculpture. And he knows no prayers.
What to do, a simple juggler? He gives the
only art G-d gave him. Guess what that
is? It’s a great story with a Chasidic flavor.
They got it from us – G-d wants the riches
of the heart, says the Chasid, no matter the
poverty of the mind.

The humor of Ted appears in newspapers
around the US, on National Public Radio,

ROBERTS
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will get my point.
Human beings have always placed great

significance on the heart. The Ancient
Greeks understood that the heart was 
essential to life, and considered the heart to be
the seat of intelligence, motion, and sensation.

Aristotle described the heart as a three-
chambered organ that was the center of 
vitality in the body. In the Bible, the heart 
is never referred to as an organ, but rather 
as the center of our being. The heart was 
a measure of our humanity and capacity to
love and care for one another. 

And here we are today on Valentine’s
Day! Another testimony to the symbolism
we place on the heart! The heart as a symbol
is perfectly appropriate as the focus of this
amazing art exchange project between the
St. Vincent Heart Center and the Western
Galilee Hospital on the northern border of
Israel. It is appropriate not only because
we’re here today at the Heart Hospital, but
because, as in ancient times, these works of
“heart art” are a demonstration of our
humanity and capacity to love and care for
one another, even though we’re different and
live an ocean apart.  

Every single mosaic piece was carefully
put in its place by someone as an act of the
heart, whether by a nurse, physician, family
member, patient guest, or someone in the
community here in Indianapolis, and also in
Israel and beyond. One mosaic piece by itself
is tiny and insignificant, but thousands 
of pieces placed together form a beautiful 
picture, a portrait of love.  

Christian minister and writer Max
Lucado says “You can change your life by
changing your heart.” It is good news that
our hearts have the capacity to change how
we act and think. In Israel at the Western
Galilee Hospital, Jews, Christians and
Muslims all participated in this heart art,
drawn together by the project, talking and
sharing as they worked, learning about each
other, becoming united in their common
efforts to bring a sense of beauty and hope
into the Hospital.  

In this hospital, we’re in the business of
mending hearts. Sometimes broken hearts are
more than physical. This art therapy exchange
project recognizes both the importance of
physical as well as spiritual healing. Our
four hearts will stand as symbols of differing
communities working together to heal the
most important organ of the body, the heart,
and to bring together the differences that

HEART & SOUL
(continued from page 20)
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and numerous web sites. Check out his Web
site: www.wonder wordworks.com. Blogsite:
www.scribbleron theroof.typepad.com. His
collected works, The Scribbler on The Roof,
can be bought on Amazon.com or lulu.com. AAAA

instead of being celebrated, too often divide
us. They are symbols of the healing of hearts
that can be done between nations, religions,
races and social circumstances.  

One of my favorite books is The Little
Prince, a children’s book for grown-ups
about life and human nature. The Prince
gives us a very wise quote about the power of
the heart to see truth, justice and love. “It is
only with the heart that one can see rightly.
What is essential is invisible to the eye.” AAAA
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heavy bag. Nick had me stuff my fists into
a pair of large boxing gloves then tightly
tied them in place. He taught me to jab
with my left, punch straight out with my
right, and deliver an effective right cross.
In addition, I learned to duck, to feint, to
swing a left to the body and a right to the
jaw. I learned how to protect my head and
to look for openings. Nick had me shadow
boxing and skipping rope. He wouldn’t let
me get into one of the rings. “You’re too
young,”Nick said.“You’ll get killed.”

I began writing about boxing for a 
website, www.boxing.com. After writing
for the site for several months, I decided
that I would investigate the role of Jewish
boxers in the 1930s, when anti-Semitism
was rife in the United States. I researched
the life and career of Barney Ross, an
Orthodox Jew, who had fought his way
out of poverty, rescuing his siblings from
foster car, after his father had been 
murdered by a pair of hold-up men. Ross
had a trilogy of fights with a boxer named
Jimmy McLarnin, who was known as a
Jew Killer, for all the Jewish boxers he had
defeated. Ross and McLarnin had a trilogy
of bouts: Ross won the first, lost the 
second, and won the third. He became a
hero to Jews.

In addition to Ross, I decided to write
about Max Baer because he had fought
and defeated Max Schmeling, Hitler’s
favorite athlete. Baer so severely pummeled
Schmeling that the referee had to stop the
fight in the 10th round. During the height
of the Great Depression, more than 30,000
Jews paid to see that fight. Numerous
Jewish movie producers were so excited by
Baer’s defeat of Schmeling that they invited
him to Hollywood to star in a movie, The
Prizefighter and the Lady, which was
named one of top ten movies of 1935.

My research into the lives and careers of
Baer and Ross ignited my imagination,
and I decided to write a book about how
important Jewish boxers were as symbols
of courage and defiance in age rife with
anti-Semitism.

Sussman can be reached at marketingpro@
aol.com. AAAA
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The Winery
Soon after Michael and Malka Chamiletzki

arrived in the town of Shefeya in 1882
from Lithuania, Michael had been 
commissioned by Baron Edmund de
Rothschild to plant vineyards in Zichron
Ya’akov. At that time the land was owned
by the Baron, but eventually 75% of the
original aliyah families bought the lands
and continued growing grapes and selling
to Carmel.

Like his parents before him, Michael and
Malka’s son, Yisrael, his wife Mina Tishbi,
also spent their entire lives growing and
caring for their vineyards and olive trees,
as well as making and selling cheeses and
dairy products, made from the milk of
their own cows.The poet Chaim Nachman
Bialik had visited them in 1925 and 
suggested they rename their vineyards Tishbi,
an acronym for “resident of Shefaya in Israel.”

Fast forward: In 1985, their son, Jonathan
Tishbi, founded the Tishbi Winery. At first,
the winery was named “Baron Wine 
cellars,” after the Baron de Rothschild;
later it was changed to “Tishbi”.

Today, the entire family works at the
winery. Jonathan’s wife, Nili, manages the
winery store and Visitors Center. Their
son, Golan, is the winemaker and Vice
President of the winery. When it was
decided to set up a distillery at the winery,
he travelled to the Cognac area in France,
studied the alambique (alembic) distilla-
tion process, and Tishbi began producing
the brandy, which is patiently smoked in
oak barrels. This brandy has brought the
company numerous awards both in Israel
and abroad, along with the Best Brandy
title at the IWSC (International Wine &
Spirit Competition), held in London.

Golan and Jonathan personally oversee
the grape-growing process and manage-
ment of the vineyard, harvest, and bottling
of approximately one million bottles a
year. They also supervise the two restau-
rants. Karen, Golan’s wife, graces the
winery with her functional and decorative
ceramic art, and raises their three children,
Shai, Nadav and Adi.

Jonathan’s eldest son, Michael, is a
lawyer and also takes care of vineyard
growth and cultivation. Jonathan’s daughter,
Oshra, travelled extensively abroad and
then decided to open up the global market
to the winery, establishing the café and
wine store in Zichron Yaacov and creating
a line of gourmet food products, “Fine
Foods by Oshra Tishbi,” with wine jams,
fig cabernet, mango chutney, and more.
They also import Valrhona chocolates for
sale in the visitors’ center.

Efrat, Michael’s wife, helps design the
labels for the winery and raises the next
generation, Dan and Yoav Tishbi. The 
visitors’ center has the family cellars of 
all wines made for the past 25 years on 
a balcony; below is a tasting room with
bars and bar stools. Decorating the room,
opposite, is a 1912 distiller.

Amir explains that tasting consists of 6
steps that all begin with the letter “s”– See,
Swirl the wine in the glass, Smell the wine,
Sip, Swish it in your mouth and Swallow.

“And it’s sacred because it’s kosher,” he
added. The wines are kosher because only
observant Jews are involved in the processing.

Today, 40% of the grapes are from the
Galilee and 30% from the Golan. Walking
by the processing area which was not in
operation during Passover week, the first
step is the destemer which separates the
stems from the grapes. Then the grapes go
to fermentation tanks and from there to
the oak barrel room where 300 barrels hold
225 liters each (approximately 59.4 gallons).

Aging can last a few months to 24 months,
then the old barrels are discarded or given
other uses or to secondary wineries. In
addition to dry, semi-dry, dry, and sweet
wines, Tishbi produces a dessert wine,
brandy, sparkling (champagne), olive oil,
and a variety of side uses such as fig and
cherry preserves, charoset, honey and sangria.

Tours are available from Sunday to
Thursday at 10 a.m., 12 p.m. and 2 p.m.
(book in advance). The tour includes wine
tasting and costs NIS 15 per person.
Tishbi is happy to accommodate large
groups for tours, meals and special events.
Phone: office 972-04-638-0434; restaurant
972-04-628-8195; Zichron restaurant 

04-629-0280. Email: office@tishbi.com.

From Wine in His Blood for Four
Generations to Myisraelwinetours

Thirty-three year old Amir Katz grew up
in Boston with an Israeli father and a
French-Russian mother. His great-grand-
father smuggled whiskey from Canada
into New England during prohibition and,
after World War II, he opened Brookline
Liquor Mart in Boston. As a youngster, he
worked in the warehouse and eventually
worked his way up to the sales floor. His
grandfather went to France and became
an importer of Guigal wines from the
northern Rhone Valley of France.

Amir made aliyah in 2009 and was a
childhood friend of Esther Cohen who
founded myisraelwinetours. In 2011, he
became her business partner while 
managing the Tishbi Winery visitors’
center. In 2012, he started taking tours for
her company, and he began the Israel 
tour guide course which he just recently
completed and passed.

Amir is myisraelwinetours lead guide
and operator in Israel and is a trained
sommelier. He has extensive experience
from having worked in Chile where he
hand-picked grapes in Andean fields and
California where he made wine in
Sonoma County. He speaks fluent
English, Hebrew and Spanish, leading
tours in all three languages.

Esther Cohen, who made aliyah from
Boston in 2008, initially lived in Jerusalem;
then she moved to Zichron Yaakov to 
pursue her love for wine and tourism.
She worked at Tishbi Estate Winery for a
year before establishing My Israel Wine
Tours™. Having been an advocate for
Israel on college campuses contributed to
her desire to create the company to 
provide high-quality, personal touch and
enjoyable wine tours.

Myisraelwinetours have these themes
available: Haifa, Christians, micro-brew-
eries, Biblical food, Judean hills, Negev,
Galilee, Golan Heights, Carmel, Judea and
Samaria and kosher.

All full day private tours begin at $390
for a couple. Each additional guest reduces
the price/person by $15, up to 7 guests.

Groups Tours are offered during the
peak season and are priced at $140/person
or $240/couple. Half-Day Tours are priced
at $120/person with a minimum of 2
guests.These tours leave from either Haifa,
Nazareth, or Tel Aviv.

Groups of 8+ are handled on a case by
case basis. Tours for soldiers, olim, and
students also discounted. Contact My
Israel Wine Tours by telephone: United
States: (720) 538-5447 (Israel Time Zone
Hours, EST+7 hrs.); when in Israel: 052-
727-5422.

See Kaplan bio page 17. AAAA

KAPLAN/ISRAEL
(continued from page 2)

Amir Katz, of myisraelwinetours, demon-
strates one of the six tasting steps.

Amir Katz and Jonathan Tishbi.
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(L-R) Artists, and cousins,Yael Buxbaum and Joani Rothenberg with their “Heart & Soul” mosaic.

When Joani Rothenberg of Indianapolis
and her Israeli cousin Yael Buxbaum get
together, great works of art are the result.
More than a year ago, they began work on
this brightly-colored four-paneled mosaic
titled,“Heart & Soul:  A Mosaic Project”.

The project was in collaboration with St.
Vincent Indianapolis Hospital, where
Rothenberg oversaw work on four heart
panels and her cousin Yael worked on four
for the Cardiology department at Galilee
Medical Center (GMC) in Nahariya, Israel.
When the mosaics were completed, each
hospital gifted two of its panels to the
other for display.

The cousins have continued in the same
vein as one of their previous art projects of
mosaic panels that were dedicated on
June 30, 2015 in the maternity wing of
GMC. See photo and read more about this
at the following link: http://jewishpost
opinion.com/wp-content/uploads/2015/05
/IN_5-13-15F.pdf

For that and for the current art, Joani
and Yael first drew the colorful art and
then acquired glass pieces to match the
colors in it. They then took the art with 
the glass and glue to different locations.
Joani took hers to places in Indianapolis
especially the St. Vincent Hospital and 
Yael to the GMC in Nahariya so patients,
healthcare professionals and administrators
could work together to glue the glass
pieces onto the panels. In both countries,
a diverse group of people of different races
and religions, who don’t always get along,
worked together to create the art.

From an Aug. 18, 2016 article in The
Forward written by Sharon Blassberg Mann
who lives in Nahariya and is Liaison in
Galilee Medical Center’s Department of
International Affairs, she writes: So far we’ve
brought the project to Druze and Arab villages,
kibbutzim, Nahariya’s library, a community
center for the visually impaired, a home for
teenage girls at risk, senior citizen centers, schools
and Nes Ammim, a European Christian 
village, to name just some of the places.

These outings broaden my horizons and
understanding of art as a universal language
that all can relate to and enjoy. Similar to
putting the pieces of a jigsaw puzzle together,
working on the mosaic offers the challenge of
finding the right shade and fit for each tile.
Many find plugging away on “Heart &
Soul” to be therapeutic and meditative.
While people glue their glass pieces into
place, they often share their stories, which
seem to become embedded into the work
along with the smalti (small pieces of glass).

As progress on “Heart & Soul” continues,
I’ve come to appreciate it as an instrument
that fosters sharing and caring and reflects
the beauty of the colorful palette of people
and places that contribute to its creation.

Four of the heart panels of this newest
art project were dedicated on Feb. 14, 2017
at the St.Vincent Heart Center in Carmel,
Ind., a suburb of Indianapolis (see photo
above). I had the pleasure of attending this
dedication that was held in their chapel.

For the duration of the short ceremony,
I felt as if I had left a place of conflict and
turmoil and entered a place of peace and
harmony. I had read the morning newspaper
before I attended and saw the daily barrage
of disheartening news.There it was in bold
print making it seem as if only negative
events are happening in our world. Similarly,
CBS Evening News anchor Walter
Cronkite used to end his broadcast with
the catchphrase “And that’s the way it is.”

Then walking into the chapel for this
dedication ceremony, it was as if I had

stepped into a more welcoming world.
This reminded me of when I lived in San
Francisco and visited Muir Woods in Mill
Valley, Calif., 11 miles north of the Golden
Gate Bridge. Driving through all kinds of
traffic, one leaves the hustle and bustle of
a noisy city to enter the park with nothing
but magnificent tall trees all around. The
air is so fresh that one immediately feels
more relaxed.

That is how I felt not only during the
dedication but for several hours afterward.
Then I realized that the positive event that
took place in that chapel along with all the
collaboration that took place beforehand
is every bit as real, if not more so, than the
disparaging news in our newspapers and
probably many more similar events occur
but are not reported.

Below is an excerpt of the speech by the
keynote speaker Nancy Frick, Director of
Foundation Advancement at St. Vincent
Foundation. After you read it, I think you

Heart & Soul:
A Mosaic Project
BY JENNIE COHEN

(see Heart & Soul, page 18)


